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Dedication . ·

To one who is distinctly A.
P. C. in his deniocracy; who
is firm and fair in his decision; who sees the broader
scope of life; who shouldered
a responsibility of priceless
value, without shirking, yet
did not ignore the smaller issues and common touch; the
one who has planted in our
hearts and minds traditions so
deeply that they can never
pass away; who has won the
praise of his superiors and the
student body, and .the admiration and regard of the class of
'25; to such a man
W. OMAR YOUNG
the class of '25 wishes to pay
the highest honor in its power.
To him we dedicate the 1925
Agricola.

~---~--......

In Memoriam

To th e bereaved parents
and friends of Ira McCollum,
whose untimely death took
from our college one of its
most ardent supporters and
from society one of its rarest
flowers of gentlemanly manhood.
· We offer this our condonem ent.

------

Foreword
It is our purpose in publishing the 1925 AGRICOLA, to
mirror within its pages the
more important e v e n t s of
school life.

And in depicting the activities which crowd themselves
into the span of one school
year, emphasis has been given
to those bits of by-play which
entered therein--to those periods of classes, sports, and
recreation which mirror the
spirit of A. P. C.
Classmates, if perusal o f
these pages in later years reminds you of these happy experiences, our efforts shall be
repaid.
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Order of Books
BOOK
BOOK
BOOK
BOOK
BOOK
BOOK

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Administration
Classes
Publications
Organizations
Beauties
Athletics, Jokes and Advertisements

Hail! Alma Mater! Hail!
Joyous we sing;
Voices atune with love
Shall loudly ring.
Thy graduates sing to thee
Praises today
Hail! Alma Mater! Hail!
To A. P. C.

Fetters of friendship true
Bind us to thee;
Time spent with thee is dear
To memory.
With love a-glowing with loyalty
Sing we our song
Hail! Let our voices glad
The notes prolong!
On nature's beauteous foothills
'Neath Arkansas' Skies,
There, crowned with glory
Thy buildings rise.
Thou hast by purpose now
Lighted our way,
Hail! Alma Mater! Hail!
To A. P. C.; S. D. A.
-0.H.M .

.

MAIN ENTRANCE
Thy e nt c·a n ce is on e o f welcome.
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DISPENSARY
Thy mission is, to build health anew.

YOUNG, Secretary
W. O.
C ll ge
h n 's Business o e
Draug o
SIDENT
ACTING PRE

J.B. STEVENSON, Jr.,
t A. B.
Vice Presiden
Hendrix College
SCIENCE

G. R. TURRENTINE, A. R, B. S.
Dean
Henderson-Brown College
ECONOMICS

J. S. McBEE, B. Sc., Agr.
Mississippi A. & M. College
AGRONOMY

E. S. TOMLINSON, B. Sc., Agri.
,;i,Jississippi A. & M. College
HORTICULTURE

MILDRED SHOPTAW
Draughon's Business College
ASSIST ANT SECRETARY

R. D. CAUDLE, B. A.
Uniuersity of Arkansas
ASSIST ANT SCIENCE

D. L. WELDON, B.Sc. Agr.
Mississippi A. & M. College
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

EDNA HOOD, L. I., A. B.
University of Arkansas
ASSISTANT MATHEMATICS

J. G. BUERKLE, B. M. E.
University of Arkansas
MATHEMATICS

CHAS. B. CAIN, B. S. D. V. M. M. S.
Miss, A. & M., Cornell and Ames .
BIOLOGY AND VETERINARY SCIENCE

GLENNYE HALBROOK
Draughon's Business College
TYPEWRITING

•

W.W. SMITH
Mississippi A. & M. College
STEWARD

•

•
E. L. WHITE, B. Sc. Agr.
Mississippi A. & !11.. College
POMOLOGIST

LELA BRYAN, B. S.
Kansas State Agricultural College
DOMESTIC ART

E. 0. BROWN, A. B.
Wabash College
HISTORY AND ATHLETICS

W. R. STEWART, B. S.
Kansas State Agricultural College
DAIRYING AND HERDSMAN

LOLO lJMBAUGH, A. B.
Kansas State Agricultural College
DOMESTIC SCIENCE

F. B. OATES, B.. A.
University of Arkansas
VETERANS' DEPARTMENT

H. W. DEAN
University of Arkansas
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

EVA ALICE NORRIS, B. A.
Ohio Wesleyan University
MUSIC

EMORY FARRIS
Russellville Aggie School
BOOKKEEPER

W. V. WILLIAMSON
BAND AND ORCHESTRA

NORA BHOWN
Arkansas Teachers' College
ASSISTANT ENGLISH

MARIE JOHNSON
Lake Arthur, N. M.
POUL THY

II

W. N. KISER
PROCTOR

Historg of A. P. C.

Arkansas Polytechnic College was created by the General
Assembly of Arkansas State Legislature. The bill changing the
Second District Agricultural School into a College was introduced by State Senator Robert Bailey and passed as an emergency act, thereby upon the signature of the governor, after
passage in both the houses and senate, it became effective.
The college is indebted to its efficient Board of Trustees, Faculty,
acting president, student body, Senator and Representatives
and the united support of the Russellville people in attaining
it~ present position and prestige.

\Vit and Humor
Harold Crum (looking over plumbing fixtures) : "Do you mind demontsrating this bath tub?"
Lillie Watkins (working in plumbing shop) : "SIR."
l\Iiss Norris: "Junior, I hear that you have twins at your house?"
Junior: "Yeh, but keep it quiet. Mama sayes the neighbors exaggerate everything."

"I'm not the only bird that crows," says the

..!!

Father (who has called on his son at the A. P. C.) "So this is what
you are spending your time and my money for is it?"
Ruel Strickland (hugging Newell Mc.) "No, father, I get this for
nothing."
Alcie Oldham: "Why did you close your eyes when you kissed me?"
Russell Clark: "Because I though I was in heaven-and who ever
heard of a red-headed angel'!"
"I may be the only one to hav e long ears, but there's many a

in this school, and they don't bray either," said the mule.
Clyde Magness: "Pardon me, Professor Dean. Last night your
daughter accepted my proposal of marriage. I have called to see if there
h1 any insanity in your fan1ily."
Prof.: "There must be."
Virgie : "I hear fatty likes only brunettes."
Sybil: "So they say. I'm dyeing to meet him."
"I'm not the only member of the College who keeps late hours," said the

Mr. White: "Yep, I had a beard like yours once, and when I realied hoV\r it made me look, I cut it off, B'gosh."
Coach: "Well, I had a face like yours once and when I realized that
I couldn't cut it off I grew this beard, by heck."
Miss Halbrook:
Dr. Cain:
doing it."

"Is it dangerous fo drive with one hand?"

"Rather, more than one fellow has run into the church

LASSF~S

Senior College Organization

JOHN TUCKER, President
FRANK STANLEY, Vice President
JOHNNIE WALKER, Secreta ry

BENNETT, JOE

POWERS, DENTON

BEWLEY, ARCH

PRUITT, BEN

HAMM, ELMER

REASONER, CLARK

HAMM, G. W.

ROSE, DENNIS

HARRELL, EUNA

STOKES, G. W.

JONES, CARROLL

SHOPTAW, LAVAN

LYONS, JOE

STANLEY, FRANK

McNEAL, ROY

TUCKER, JOHN

McILROY, 0. H .

WALKER, JOHNNIE

MYOVER, JAMES

VAUGHN, EDGAR

NEWMAN, AUTREY

D ebating Team ' 22; Science Club; Arkco-AgTian Society ; Y. M. C. A and Debating Club.
"Sir" has f org·ed ahead In Science and
is one of our leading graduates.

AUTREY NEWMAN
Scranton, Ark,

B. S.

Football ; baseball ; "A''" Association and
Periclean Society.
Joe is a friend to all and by his personality· and conduct, should be able to
place his shingle at most any place.

JOE LYONS
B. S.
Rus sellville, Arkansas

Football '20, '21, '22, '24; "A" Association ; track ; basket ball ; Lee Debating
Society ; Arkco-Agrian Society and Agri
Club.
"Speedy" has endeared himself with A.
P. C. students. He is a booster who boosts
and fighting is his mode of rest.

G. W. STOKES
Blue Mountain, Ark.
B.S.

JOE J. BENNETT
Scranton, Arkansas
B. S.

Y. M. c. A. ; football ; Agri · Club ; Lee
Debating Society and Sgt. A. N. G.
And blazes a highway for civilization
(eulogy on Lincoln). So with Joe, he is a
pioneer in that he seeks to blaze a way
in whatever he does.
Dan Cupid has piereced his armor.

Football '21, '22, '23, '24; track '22, '23,
Periclean Society, Agr! Club. "A"
Association and A. N. G.
"Spatch" is the proud possessor of a
handsome face and a versatile mind. And
no mean ri v al for the hand of fair lady.
If success comes to the persistent, surely
then success w ill be his.
'24, ' 2.5.

DENTON POWERS
Fort Smith, Ark.
B. S.

Choir; Glee Club; Male Quartette; Agri
Club; Band. First President of Periclean
Society ; "A" Association; Freshman College President. Declamation winner '22.
Football '22.
"Jimmy" has a knowledge of Agriculture rivaled by his knowledbe for travel,
gaine d by 10,000 miles in tours by a sidedoor pullman. However, he never fails to
back his conviction with plenty of argument.

JAMES A. MYOVER
Cl!nton, Arkansas
B . S.

Football ; basket ball ; track ; Agri Club ;
Periclean Society; Glee Club; Choir; Y.
M. C. A. ; All-State football '21, '22, '23,
'24; quartet; Advertising Manager Tuba
Agricola and Assistant Business Manager
of Tuba Agricola; Debating Club a nd " A"
Association.
"Hootch" is one of the versatile students
who is proficient in all the activities of
school life. He is a leader, a seeker of
knowledge and a respecter of the other
fellow's right.

G. W . HAMM
Bass, Arkansas
B. S.

Football '21, '22, '23, '24, '25; baseball
'22, '23, '24, '25. Captain football team '24,
b a seball team '22. Science Club ; Debating Club ; Periclean Society. President of
"A" Association and Alumni Association
and A. N. G.

CLARK REASONER
Russellville, Ark.
B . S.

"Fatty" will be a successful farmer because by his orating ability he should be
quite able to convince whatsoever he
grows that it should grow. If sunshine is
measured by length of smiles, he is a
sunbeam every day and hour. Enemies,
he has none, and friends, all.

Basket ball ; Girls' Glee Club ; Y. W. C.
A. ; Music Club ; Periclean Society ; Tennis
Club; Dramatic Club; Local Editor Tuba
Agricola and Assistant D. S. and Piano
Teacher '25.
She has . the distinctive honor of being
the only graduate of her sex in our class.
If by trying and retrying a mortal may
cl!m b to earthly peerage, then surely a
crown will be her honor some day.

EUNA HARRELL
Cato, Arkansas
B. S .

Football '21, '22, '23, '24; basketball '23 ;
"A" Association; 2nd All-State football
tow years; Joint Editor· of the Agric ola!
Agrl Club and Arkco-Agrlan Society.
"Mac" has by his untiring efforts made
our annual this year what it is and. has
succeeded in making it the best Agricola
we have placed in print. He is a booster
·who boosts, and a helper who helps.

ORAL H. McILROY
Cass, Arkansas
B. s.

Stock Judging Team '21, '23; Agri Club;
band ; Periclean Society ; Y. M. C. A. and
Editor Tuba Agricolae '25.
The redness on his cheeks are not
blushes, nor the mind in his head Socrates. Neither is his courtship a Miles Standish affair. But his knowledge, his versatility, his college activities place him at
the topmost round of our school life.

BEN F. PRUETT
Cato, Arkansas
B.

s.

DENNIS ROSE
Russellville, Arkansas
B.

s.

Band; Orchestra; Agri Club: Arko-Agrian Society ; Y. M. C. A. Editor of Tuba
Agricola ; Editor of Agricola ; Debating
Club; Yell Leader '23, '24, and Sergt. A.
N. G.
The one who said "Give me the versatile man" must have been thinking of
Dennis. He represents real ability and can
do hosts of things. He always strives for
the best, although veering occasionally
from the Academic side to a humanistic
one.
Hope you win 'er!

Band, Orchestra '23,, '24, '25 ; Agri Club;
Arko-Agrian Society; Agricola Staff '25,
and A. N. G .
Although if Van does belong to the
squad that does not need any 1 o u d
speaker at home, this does not mean that
he is always so subjected. He is a musical
and constructive genius with vision for
better and bigger things. Arkansas should
be proud of you some day.

LAVAN SHOPTAW
Dover, Ark.

B. S.

Lee D ebating Society ; Arkco-Agrian Society; Science Club; Y. M. C. A. ; Agri
Club; Debating Club and Battery "D".
He has good ideas and is industrious
enough to carry them out.

ROY McNEAL
Nimrod, Arkansas
. B. S.

Football ; "A" Association ; Agricola
Staff; Agri Club; Vice President of · the
Senior Class ; A. N. G. ; track nad President of "A" Association.
"Slats" is our beau brummel, lady's
man and a first class student. If persistence wins for man the victory, then by his
tenacious persistence his position in life
should be a responsible one.

FRANK R ... STANLEY
Ozark, Arkansas
B.

s.

JOHNNIE WALKER
Scranton, Ark.
B. S.

Agri Club, President 2nd term '25 ; band ;
orchestra; A. N . G . ; Arkco-Agrian Society, President 2nd term '25.
He says vecy little, rather makes himself hea rd by his action. He's apt, etll.cient and gentlemanly.

Band ; Orchestra ; Ag-rl ·. Club ; Debating
Club ; Tennis Club ; Agricola Staff.
He occupies a unique position in student
activities. He is musical, literary, and appreciative of the best in all the arts. Disproves the idea that work won't do. Has
a good line and generally "puts it over."

EDGAR VAUGHN
Russellville, Ark.
B. S .

Baseball '23, '24, '25; Arkco-Agrian Society '23, ' 24, '25.
A. P. C. is the proud possessor of having a combination preeminently a whirlwind brain and a Ford car. Arch, may
your good nature continue to make friends
for you.

ARCH BEWLEY
Russellville, Ark.

B. S.

Football; track; Agri Club; Arkco-Agrian Societly; "A" Association; choir;
Glee Club; quartet and Business Manager
of the Agricola '23 and '25.
"Unk" proves by his deeds that a worthwhile man is a work while man. He is
a first class Smith-Hughes teacher.

ELMER HAMM
Bass, Arkansas
B. S.

JOHN TUCKER
Russellville, Ark.
B. S.

Football ' 21, '22, '23, '24; baseball and
basketball '22, '23, '24, '25. "A" Association; All-State football team three years ;
President Senior Class ; Ass't Advertising
Manager of the Agricola '25. Captain
football team '22.
He is versatile, not only in literary and
social life, but also in the athletic and
structural domain. John, by his unselfish
attitude has made a host of friends in
A. P. C.

CARROLL JONES
Abbott, ::Arkansas
B . S.
Periclean Society ; Agri Club ; football ;
track; "A" Association and All-State football •21 and •22.
"Cap" is one of the best; he's athletic,
industrious, studious, and w!lllng to do.
He ls capable of doing, w!lling and a
leader. The class expects him to be one of
our best graduates.

Senior College Class His!org
In the course of human events it becomes neces~ary to write a record of an
!Jlustrious group of people; to untold how destiny has played a stellar role in molding leaders In college, who will later be leaders in life ; to show how a group of boys
and one girl has helped in the making of a greater school for a greater Arkarisas.
To write the history of this class is a stupendous task which will require reams
and reams of paper. In a way we are mere human beings in that we have all the
capacities of committing harmless misedemeanors and of doing· great deeds. Brevity
will permit us to disclose to the public some of the high lights In our class life.
The class as a whole has made a wonderful record throughout its school life,
most of its members having gone through high school here and continued through
college. The question came to many of us when we finished high school whether we
could and would go on to college. We thought with r egret about leaving the old
Alma Mate r and class mates, and contemplated with dismay starting at another
college because that meant forming new acquaintances and learning to love new
and unfamiliar halls and class rooms, as well as fellow students and in structors.
To the delight of each of us, in the school session of 1922, a college course was
added. This was hailed with delight by those graduates who had completed high
school the past year or so. From that time until the present . this little crowd of
people has been working consistently and in harmony with one another, In order to
some day be Seniors.
Until January of this year most of us were very doubtful about our getting a
degree, since the law of the state stated that no degrees could be given as long as
we were the Second District Agricultural School. This necessitated our developing
and broadening into a college. With a long ha.rd fight on the part of some of our
distinguished supporters in the Legislature, the bill passed that the Second District
Agricultural School should be changed to the Arkansas Polytechnic College.
Since practically all of the class are boys, we find the spirit of the Wonder
'.ream implante d in their hearts and minds, a spirit to fight for a job and to stay with it.
Our class is un ique in that practically the entire Wonder Boys' team is from
the Senior Class. Among those who are well known by their football powers are :
G. W. Hamm, All Sta te tackle, captain of Wonder Boys in 1923; Clark Reasoner,
All State guard, captain of 1924 team; Carroll Jones, captain of 1922 team; Joe
Bennett, center of the team, one of our several married men ; Oral Mcllroy, another
of our class benedicts, All State tackle, editor-in-chief of college annual; Frank Stanley, a good tackle, president of the Periclean Literary Society ; Denton Powers, who
distinguished himself particularly In the game against the Tennessee Doctors, an
unusually good track man ; Elmer Hamm, "Unk," as he is famili a rly known through
his relationship with G. W., a dependable man playing end on the team; G. W.
Stokes, another good end.
Besides the football stars other students of power and importance belong to
our group. Their graduation w!ll leave a vacancy in the college life and activities
which will be hard to fill. From our number come the editor-in-chief of our bl-weekly
paper, Ben Pruett; one of our yell leaders, president of the Arkco-Agrian Society,
band member, D ennis Rose ; King of Hoboes, Jim Myoyer, who also has a
wonderful voice ; Manual Training professor at Dardanelle, leader in band, also
another of the class' poor henpecked married men, Lavan Shoptaw; chemistry professor, Autrey Newman; preside nt Arkco-Agrian Society second term, band, musician, John Walker; a good loyal student who will stand by the school, Roy McNeal ;
band drummer, all around student, Edgar Vaughn; a boy always with a smile, a good
athlete, Arch Bewley.
As is fitting to the honor of this office, our faithful class president, John Tucker,
deserves a paragraph to himself. John is known by peoJ)le all over the state and a
great part of the United States as a star on the gridiron. People will tell their children's children about the great football player, John Tucker. But to us who know
him, and to many of his opponents on the football field, he is known as every inch
a man. He has proved one of the best students we have had, r anking high in scholastic ability. He is not only a leader in school, but a leader In the community in
which he lives.
We are not co11ceited, but we fear that the school will be lacking in football
material, band material, leaders In society, club, and journalistic work, and assistant
professors. I, being the only girl in the class, am afraid to expose to the public all
the Inner secrets of these boys, but considering them as a whole I have never known
a nicer crowd with · whom to work and be associated.

Senior ColJege Class ProphecH"
In the first place, this is not to be an ordinary class prophecy, or I
would use the customary method of falling into a deep sleep and dream
of the fate that awaits my class mates in the future. I have never been
able to enlist the aid of fairies, witches or spirits in the past and I know
there ls no use trying now, so this will necessarily be based on facts that
have little or none of the fantastic attraction that is usually associated ·
with a paper of this kind. But, after all, there is no better way of
judging the future than by the past.
To me the prospects of our class are very bright both in the light
of the qualifications of the students and in the opportunities that present
themselves.
America alwa~·s has believed in education. In the pioneer days the
first Institution to be bulit was the school and church. This same idea
has been the means of enabling the people to act justly and intelligently,
Popular education is still deemed the bulwark of our llberties. Today the
public school system of the rural district is not meeting the legitimate
demands made of it. The country school is not keeping up with the
times.
Most of the members of this class will in all probability go into
rural work of ·some kind, probably school work, therefore such conditions
will be · a challenge to them which they will surely accept. With the
opportunities that are offered in this line of work there is no doubt but
that each member of the class will meet with success. His training has
been such as to qualify him for the widely diversified demands that will
be made on him. In fact, the. gradu a te of Arkansas Tech has such a
well rounded education that he can and will make good in a large number
of different vocations and in the broader life that awaits him in his field
of service he will realize the full value of every detail of his training, and
that even the little things he got in college are important.
"Nothing useless is, or low ;
Each thing in its place is best ;
And what seems but idle show
Strengthens and supports the rest."
I honestly believe that it can be truthfully said of any graduate going out this year, that he has seen an ideal and he has the inclination,
grit and ability to climb toward it.
"He hath stirred him, and found out the flow in his fetters, and
cast them behind
His soul to his soul is a law, and his mind is a light to his mind.
The seal of his knowledge ls sure, the truth and his spirit a re wed ;
Men perish, but men shall endure ; lives die, but the life is not dead.
He hath sight of the secrets of season, the · roots of the year and
the fruits;
His soul is at · one with the reason of things tha t is sap to the roots.
He can hear in their c hanges a sound as the conscience of consonant
spheres,
He can see through the years flowing round him, the la w lying under
the years."
It seems to me that the class of '25 is especially prepared to bring
about changes for the better in Arkansas. Wit h members in school work,
in industrial occupations, or farmers and in various other fi elds with p e rh aps a preacher or two in the crowd, our class is destined to exert a
significant influence toward making Arkansas a land of plenty, a land of
beauty and a land of rura l comradeship.
It is our ambition in making it a great democracy of thrifty, educated,
independent, home-owning farmers-m en and women to whom farming
is not only work, but also a business, a science, and an art; men and
women who love farm life, the farm and their communities, and to whom
the spirit of cooperation and community effort have brought a new sense
of the brotherhood of man and the fatherhood of God.

Last Will and Testament
of The Senior College Class

The class being of sound mind and reason, do hereby
cause this our last will to be published. Any and all previous
wills, transcripts of purpose, design or gift are null nnd void.
The class do hereby give notice also, that the individual will
and testament of any member of this class, is unauthorized and
will not be recognized.
I. Thus we being duly authorized do hereby bequeath our exalted opinions upon our inferiors, the Junior College Class.
II. Knowing that the school cannot be run intelligently
without our advice ; do hereby ·confer the right upon the Board
of Trustees, faculty and president to enter into conference with
our class upon all weighty questions pertaining to the school's
management.

Carroll Jones, Dennis Rose, G. W. Hamm do hereby bequeath
from their individual rights the right to loll around and In the
hallway or beanery, or elsewhere upon the campus, and make
love to the fairer sex, to the members of the Juniors or other
enterprising future Seniors.
IV. John Tucker, Joe Bennett and G. W. Stokes will their
individual knowledge on how to cinch a love match without
losing one's dignity, to Prof. Tomlinson, Prof. White, Prof.
Stewart and Dr. Cain. '

Article II. 0. H. Mcllroy bequeaths the right to be questtioned on how it feels to be called daddy.
V. All other members having a list of junk as follows:
Football Knowledge, Practical Knowledge (if any is left), and
all miscellaneous things kept in the top ivory of a Senior to go
for a floating fund, and shall be parceled out equally over a
space of 4 years to the gradutes each year.
Lastly. We bequeath all other paraphernalia to whomsoever may rightly claim it.
Thus causing our seal to be fixed this the 1st day of January, 1925.
Seal.

Senior Class '25

Juniors

~

' k

-

-·

Junior College Class Organization

HOWARD BURTON, President
J . 0. SADLER, Vice President
OTHA CLARK, Secretary-Treasurer
HAROLD CRUM, R eporter
MOTTO-"Brev!ty .ls the soul of wit."
FLOWER-Bachelor Buttons.
COLORS-Purple and White

ROLL
HOWARD BUR.T ON
OTHA CLARK
J. 0. SADLER
HAROLD CRUM
G.El.TANNER
HUGH BUZBEE
NIXON, MONTA

MONTA NIXON
Ozark, Arkansas
Graduate Ozark Hi '22 ;
Periclean Literary Society; Agri Club; Baseball;
F'ootball ; Basket Ball and
''A'' Association.
Monta's a real baseball
pitcher, a "golf bug" and
a first rate student.

HOWARD BURTON
Hickory Plains, Ark.
Graduated from Aggie
'23 ; Agri Club '23, '24, '25;
Science Club '23, '24, '25 ;
Beginners' Band '24; Y.
M. C. A. '.24, '25; Glee
Club '24; Track '24, '25;
Sergt. Arkansas National
Guard, Battery F'. '25;
Student Librarian '24, '25;
Arkco-Agrian Society '25.
Howard's a two class
man, a good mixer and a
gallant courteir.

HAROLD CRUM
Humphrey, Ark.
Agricultural C 1 u b '23,
'24, '25 ; Y. M. C. A. '24,
'25.
Harold is precise, apt,
proficient and willing. He
is one of our best students.

G. E. TANNER
Quitman, Ark.
Agricultural Club '23;
'24, '25; Science Club '23,
'24, '25; Periclean Society
'23, '24; Stock Judging
Team '23, '24; Debating
Team '24; Postmaster A.
P. C. '25 ; Y. M. C. A. '23,
'24; - Debating Club '25;
Sergeant Battery "F'" National Guard.
As postmaster Tanner
sees us all every day. He
either disappoints us by
saying "Nothing today" or
causes us to feel like rejoicing by handing us a
letter or package.

J. OVERTON SADLER
Paris, Arkansas
Arkco-Agrian Society '23, '24, '25; Agricultural Club '23, '24, '25; Sergeant Battery "D" National. Guard '23, '25; Y. M.
C. A. '24, '25.
Overton does not 'create much of a stir
but he has a way of accomplishing things.

OTHA CLARK ("Chubby")
::\fena, Ark.
Band '24, '25; Orchestra '24, '25; Agriculture Club '24, ' 25; Track '23, '24, '25; Y.
M. C. A. '24, '25.
Otha's favorite haunt between twelve
fifteen and one o'clock is the main building.

Sophomore College Organization
KASPER SKINNER, President
BETH LINZY, Vice President
HILDA CLARK, Secretary-Treasurer
ADDIS EVANS, Reporter
!<'LOWER-White Violet
MOTTO-"Write PUSH on the Door of
Your Door."
COLORS-Purple nad White.

ROLL
ONA BOWDEN
HILDA CLARK
ADDIS EVANS
KASPER SKINNER
MURRIEL McMURTRY
BETH LINZY
VIRGIL HIGHFILL
COUNT JONES

B ETH LINZY
Plainview, Ark.
Graduated from Plainview High '22; Choir '24,
'25 ; Glee Club '24, '25:
Arkco-Agrian Society '24,
'25; Dramatic Club '24,
'25; Federated Music Club
'24, '25.

JOHN ONA BOWDEN
London, Ark.
Graduated from Russellville High '23; Arkco-Agrian Society '24, ' 25 ; Or·
chestra '24, '25.

COUNT JONES
Hope, Ark.
U. of A. Freshman ' 23,
'24; Agri Club and ArkcoAgrian Literary Society.
Count is one of our best.
He,s studious, quiet, manly and by his good demeanor has made a host
of friends at A. P. C.

VIR GIE HIGH FILL
Coal H!ll, Ark.
Agri Club and ArkcoAgrian Literary Society.

HII,DA CL ARK
Mena, Ark.
Graduated from S. D. A.
'23 ; Arkco-Agrian Society
21, '22, '23, "24, ' 25 ; Federated Music Club ' 24, ' 25 ;·
Girls' Glee Club ' 20, ' 21,
22, '23, '24, "25 ; Dramatic
Club '23, '24, ' 25 ; Y . W .
C. A.

ADDIS EVANS
Hartford, Ark.
·Periclean Literary Society '24, '25 ; Football '24,
'25; Track '24, '25 ; Agri
Club '25; Declamation '24,
'25; President of Debating
Club '25; Corporal Ark.
National Guard, Battery
D '24, '25.

MURL M cMURTY
Shamrock, Texas
Graudated from Shamrock High ' 22; Band ' 24,
'25 ; Periclean Society '24,
'25; Basket Ball '24, '25 ;
Agri Club '24, '25.

KASPER SKINNER
Eram, Okla.
Graduate o f Era m High
'23; Choir '24, ' 25 ; Quartette '24, '25 ; Glee Club
'24, '25; Arkco-Ag-ria n Society '24, ' 25 ; Agri Club
'24, '25; Federated Music
Club.'24, '25; H a ppy Howlers ~24; Baseba ll ' 24, ' 25;
Basketball '24, ·25; Track
'24. '25.

Freshman

J

Freshman College Organization

PAT HAMM, President
W. E. BLACKBURN, Vice President
MAY SULLIVANT, Secretary
STEVE REASONER
LUCILE HOGINS
Reporters

ROLL
;\.DAMS, SID
BAKER, W. J.
BISHOP, JOE
BLACKBURN, W. E.
GRAY, ROGERS
HAMM, LOIS
HAMM, PAT
HILL, DOUGLAS
HOGINS, LUCILE
M cEVER, TRUMAN
MENEES, EMMETT

PRIDDY, DICK
REINHARDT, MARY SCOTT
REASONER, STEVE
SKINNER, RAPHAEL
SHOPTAW, LORRAINE
SPICER, HAROLD
SULLIVANT, MAY
TODD, THOMAS
VANCE, MARY
WILLIAMSON, HELEN
WEBB, BUNYAN

ROGERS GRAY
Prairie View, Ark.
Graduate S. D. A. '24
Arkco-Agrian Society;
Track.

HELEN WILLIAMSON
Russellville, Ark.
Graduate Russellville
High '24

LUCILE HOGINS
Russellville, Ark.
Graduate S. D. A. '2·1
Science Club ; Orchestra;
Music ·Club; Girls' Glee
Club.

TRUMAN McEVER
Russellville, Ark.
Graduate Russellville, '24
Science Club.

W. J. BAKER
Bass, Ark.
Graduate S. D. A. '24
Periclean Society ; Y. M.
C. A. ; Agri Club ; basket
ball ; track.

LORRAINE SHOPTAW
Dover, Arkansas
Graduate of 1924. Beginners' Band '23, '24. A.
T. 0. Club '24; Dramatic
Club.

LOIS HAMM
Bass, Arkansas
Graduate Checotah High
School '24
Basket ball '25; Y. W.
C. A. ; Periclean Society ;
Dramatic Club '25.

WILLIS E. BLACKBURN
Shamrock, Texas
Graduate Shamrock High
School '24
Periclean Society '24, '25.
Agri Club '24, '25; basket
ball '25 ; basebal.1 '25.

JOE BISHOP
Clinton, Arkansas
Graduate S. D. A. '24
Science Club ; Business
Manager Ag·ricola '24 ; debating team; Y. M. C. A.

DOUGLAS HILL
Charleston, Arkansas
Graduate S. D. A . '24
Agri Club ; Tennis Club;
band; orchestra; ArkcoAgrian Society.

PAT HAMM
Bass, Arkansas
Graduate S. D. A. '24
Football ;
basketball ;
Editor Agricola '24 ; choir ;
Men's Glee Club; Periclean Society; Y. M. C.
A. ; Agri Club ; Debating
Club ; Tu .b a
Agricola
Staff '25; Declamation '24.

MARY SCOTT REINHARDT
Muskogee, Okla.
Graduate Central High '24
Arkco-Agrian; Dramatic
Club ; Y. W. C. A.

MAY SULLIVANT
Russellville, Ark.
Graduate S. D. A. '24
Arkco-Agrian Society;
Glee Club ; Y. W. C. A. ;
Music Club.

HAROLD SPICER
Scranton, Arkansas
Graduate S. D. A. '24
Agri Club.

EMMETT MENEES
Quitman, Arkansas
Graduate Quitman High
School '24
Periclean Society ; Y. M.
C. A. ; baseball.

SID .ADAMS
Russellville, Ark.
Graduate Pottsv!lle High
School '23
Arkco-Agrian;
Tennis
Club ; basket ball.

STEVE REASONER
Russellville, Ark.
Graduate Russellville
High '24
Class Reporter ; ArkcoAgrian Society.

MARY VANCE
Russellville, Ark.
Arkco-Agrlan Society.
Graduate S. D. A. '24

RAPHAEL . SKINNER
Eram, Okla.
Graduate Eram, Okla.,
High '24
Arkco - Agrian ;
ball ; track.

basket

THOMAS TODD
Memphis, Tenn.
Graduate S. D. A. '24
Arkco-Agrian; Science
Club ; Y. W. C. A . ; Agr!
Club; band.

NEWELL McGUIRE
Lamar, Arkansas
Graduate S. D. A. '23
Basket ball ; Lee Debati n g Society ; Periclean
Society; Dramatic Club.

BUNYON WEBB
Russellville, Ark.
Debating Club; Agri
Club; Periclean Society;
Declamation C o n t e s t .
"Doc" is an orator' sheik
a n d i n c i d e nta 1 1 y a
"Freshie".

Senior Class Organization
C. B. SMITH, President
CLYDE JONES, Vice President
JOHNNIE REED, Treasurer
RUTH SPICER, Secretary

Roll
CAVINESS, TROY
BONDS, RUPERT
CHEATHAM, G. E.
CHANCE, JAMES
CRAGER, GEORGE
CROUSE, DOROTHY
DEAN, FLORENCE
EDWARDS, PAULINE
llJIKLEBERRY, MURIEL
HAMILTON, RATHA
HICKS, JESS
HODGES, J. T.
KEATHLEY, BOYD
LONGSTRETH, ALVIN
McCULLOGH, FAY
MOORE, ROBERT
NORTHWANG, KENNETH
ORR, GERRY
ROADY, CARL
SAXTON, OSCAR
STANFORD, CECIL
SMITH, C. B.
VANCE, MAY
WARD, CARL
WRIGHT, SERENA

BIRKHEAD, VESTAL
BURTON, JOSEPH
CAVINESS, TROY
CLARK, RUSSELL
CUMMINS, LEVI
DAVIS, VERA
DESHAZO, ORIS
EDWARDS, DUDLEY
GRAHAM, FLORENCE
HATCHETT, VERNER
HILL, RICHARD
HESTER, LYNN
LACEY, ELMO
MAGNESS, CLYDE
McCUTCHEON, BERTHA
MOORE, JERRELL
OVERBY, VARNELL
OVERBY, HAROLD
PAXSON, HELEN
REED, JOHNNIE
SANDS, TAD
SPICER, RUTH
SULLIVAN, DOROTHY
. WARD, JUNIUS
WILKINS, LILLIE
YATES, MILDRED

JOHNNIE REED
Bigelow, Ark.
Treasurer of CJ ass ;
Dramatic Club ; ArkcoAgrian ; Mu s i c Club ;
Science Club ; Maid of
Honor Dad's Day ; Beginners' Orchestra; Y. W.
C. A . ; basketball.
"What manly eloquence
could product such an effect as her silence?"

JOHN EMMONS
Scotland, Ark.
Arkco - Agrian Society
'24. Dean of the Question
Askers and King of the
Answers.

ALVIN LONGSTRETH
Little Rock, Ark.
Periclean Society '23, '24;
National Guard.
This big piece of dynamite rolled dowri from
Bishop street, years ago
and was exploded at the
Arkansas Polytechnic College.

VARNELL OVERBEY
Lamar, Arkansas
Dramatic Club ; Periclean Society ; basket ball,
'222, '23 and '24; Science
Club '24.
However hopelesslly in
love, we believe in time
she will be a leading lady
of the state.

LYNN HESTER
Lonoke, Ark.
Arkco-Agrian '24; Agri
Club '24; Y. ,M. C. A. '24;
basket ball '24 ; Tennis
Club '24 .
Lynn is making for the
school another good student and basketball player.

MAY VANCE
Russellville, Ark.
Arkco - Agrian Society
'24. Her nature is so far
from doing wrong she suspects none.

JUNIUS WARD
Optimus, Ark.
National . Guard ; Agri
Club; Choir '23, '24; Glee
Club '23, '24.

HAROLD OVERBY:
Lamar, Ark.
"A" Association ; . Agri
Club ; Periclean Society;
basket ball '21 and '22;
National Guard.
"Oh ! where, oh ·where
can we find one just like
him. There are none.

RUTH SPICER
Scranton, Ark.
Secretary of class ; Arkco-Agrian Society; Dramatic Club ; Debating Team
and Y. W. C. A.
Yes, if loveliness, modesty,
and
intelligence
mean anything, our school
should be proud of this
her daugther.

ORIS DESHAZO
Calico Rock, Ark.
National Guard '23 and
'24; Agri Club '23 and '2i.
Beware of the man who
never talks and a dog
that never barks.

ALCIE OLDHAM
Fort Smith, Ark.
Arkco-Agrian Society ;
Y. W. C .. A. ; Choir '23,
'24; Glee Club; Music
Club ;
Dramatic
Club :
Science Club.
Her generous soul is a
sunshine to every mind.

J. T. HODGES
Hantley, Texas
Periclean Society ; Agri
Club ; Tennis Club.
J. T. is out of luck with
English. He tried it thru
the center, round the ends,
forward passes but still
was four downs and goals
to go. Finally a special
cramming formation got
him by.

CLYDE MAGNESS
Lead Hill, Ark.
Science Club '23, '24;
Agri Club '22, '23, '24.
"Kinetic" takes his own
good way, breathes thru
his nose and says nothing.
He has made an enviable
record a n d has never
found time for athletics or
girls.

PAULINE EDWARDS
Altus, Ark.
Dramatic Club '22, '23
and '24; Arkca-Agrian Society; Y. W. C. A.
We are compelled to say
when we see Charity,
"Dignity, Dignity, where
art thou?"

DUDLEY EDWARDS
Altus, Ark.
Agri Club and ArkcoA.grian.
Dudley is handsome and
a brother of Pauline.

FLORENCE DEAN
Russellville, Ark.
Dramatic Club '23, '24;
Arkco-Agrian Society ; beginners' orchestra '24.
Gentle in mind, firm in
reality.

CHAS. B. SMITH
.Judsonia, Ark. .
President of Class· '25;
Arkco-Agrian ; Agri Club ;
football ; Y. M . C. A., and
A. N. G.
"Oh ! that I had a title
good enough for that little
gir)." C. B. has made a
worthy leader for once
and: for all, a booster for
his school.

.JERRELL MOORE
New Blaine, Ark.
Arkco-Agrian Society;
Agri ·club.
Sleepy is an admirable
example of the sobriety
and lofty something that
is supposed to adhere to
a senior.

FAYE McCULLOUGH
Batesville, Ark.
Arkco-Agrian Society ;
Pres. of Y. W. C. A. '23,
'24; Dramatic Club '23,
'24.
During her stay at Aggie she has accomplished
very much, especially in
the Y. W. C. A.

MURIEL EIKLEBERRY
Havana, Ark.
Periclean Society ; band
'22, '23, '24.
"Red" has made a good
student in his prolonged
stay here.

HELEN ROBERTS
Russellville,_ Ark.
Periclean Soc1~t~. a n d
Loved, ~esp~~l
e of her
admired
Y
friends.

OSCAR SA~TON
Heber Sprmgs
Arkco-Agrian
from
A blond-top fighter
He's been
a
good
afirst
.r attoews~;,,_dent.

JAMES CHANCE
Charleston, Ar:1\ of
Arkco-Agrian S<?~4: y
'24 · Y. M. C. A., ll and
J~mes Is our ta
stately man.

FLORENCE GRA1!AM
Russellville, Ar . '24 .
b '23d. A. ':
Dramati~ 1u W.
Glee Club:
: basketball
Arkco-~g
'22, '23, 24n'.a~~ginners Or-

i

chestra.
erry tales
"She hears ~
but smiles not.

ELMO LACEY
Russellville, Ark. b
If you don 't want
way to
frome
shocked s{a~na electric!an
him. ~{i :hock anythmg
that
on up.
from wiodesty
m

ALINE KRIPKE
Lamar, Ark.
Arkco-Agrian .-24 ; Dramatic Club '24.
"Kink" is another member of the class whose
most peculiar characteritstic is that she treats all
men alike.

RUSSELL CLARK
Little Rock, Ark.
Arkco - Agrian. Society,
'23 and '24; Science Club
'24.

He's quiet, thinks deeply
and is energetic.

JESS HICKS
Shamrock, Tex.
Although a new member
of our class he has shown
himself worthy.

RATHA HAMILTON
New Blaine, Ark.
"Wise to resolve and patient to perform."

LEVI CUMMINS
Prairie View, Ark.
Arkco-Agrian '24.
If steadiness, good will,
determination and purpose
means anything Arkansas
should be proud of him.

BERTHA McCUTCHEON
Bass, Ark.
Dramatic Club '23, '24;
Music Club ; Y. W. C. A. ;
Periclean Society; Expression Medal '22.
"Love Is the wine of existence."

CARL WARD
Optimus, Ark.
National Guard; A g ri
Club ; Y. M. C. A.
Nature gave him brains
but denied him beauty.

LOIS CAMP
Aplin, Ark.
Choir ; Glee Club ; Music
Club ; Periclean Society
'24; basket ball '22.
"If you want a thing
done ; ask some one else
to do It."

VESTEL BIRKHEAD
New Blaine, Ark.
Arkco-Agrian Society ;
Dramatic Club ; Y. W. C.
A. ; Maid of Honor Dads'
Day; Music Club.
"The force of her own
merits makes her way."

CARL ROADY
New Blaine, Ark.
In every respect the future of this man is bright,
for he Is always willing
to work at anything worth
while.

SERENA WRIGHT
Subiaco, Ark.
Arkco - Agrlan Society
'22, '23 and '24; Dramatic
.Club.
Serena has b e e n a
booster of our school since
she entered here.

VERNER HATCHETT
Scotland, Ark.
Agri Club;, Periclean
Society; Y. M. C .A. ; National Guard.
Thre e years ago from
Scotland, there came to
Arkansas Polytechnic College, a boy with the
roundest, biggest a n d
loudest mouth that ever
burdened a human face.

RUPERT BONDS
Russellville, Ark.
National Guard; ArkcoAgrian Society '24; Agri
Club.
Rupert is one of the
most conscientious a n d
hardest working men of
our class.

MILDRED YATES
Scottsville, Ark.
Dramatic Club '23, '24;
Arkco-Agrian Society; the
Glee Club ; Y. W. C. A.
" Winning
disposition
and a true friend."

KENNETH NORTHWANG
Little Rock, Ark.
National Guard; Agri
Club ; Periclean Society.
Ancient History will reveal his name on the first
page, all his life he has
dogged A. P. C. for a diploma. This is Kenneth's
last year of grace.

VERA DAVIS
Branch, Ark.
Dramatic Club '22 ; Glee
Club '23 ; Expression Medal '23 ; Periclean Society.
Altho a Senior in high
school she likes a Senior
in college.

CECILE STANFORD
Russellv1lle, Ark.
Dramatic Club '23 and
'24 ; Arkco-Agrian ; Maid
of Honor Dad's Day;
Glee Club; Music Club;
Basket Ball.
By her winning manners and lovely disposition she has .won the
hearts of all around her.

CLYDE JONES
Hope, Ark.
Agri Club ; Arkco-Agrian; Sergeant National
Guard.
His greatest ambition is
to be a real golf player.

BOYD KEATHLEY
Danville, Ark.
Agri Club; Science Club;
Periclean Society ; Y. M.
C . . A. ; "A" Association;
Baseball ; Tennis Club ;
National Guard.
Witty, honest, likeable.
He has during his sojourn
in our midst carved out
for himself an enviable
place in our hearts and a
respect of faculty and students.

DOROTHY CROUSE
MHan, Mo.
Arkco-Agrian Society;
Choir; · Glee Club; Dramatic Club ; Maid of Honor
Dad's Day; Music Club ;
Tennis Club.
"Oh ! she h as a beauty
that might ensnare a conqueror's soul."

DOROTHY SULLIVAN
Little Aock, Ark.
Dramatic Club ; Glee
Club: Music Club; Tennis
Club ; Choir ; Periclean
Society.
Dot is loved and admired by all who know her.

RICHARD HILL
South Bend, Ark.
National Guard; Agri
Club ; Arkco-Agrlan.
Just one of those Jelly
kaps who Is wild about
women, he parts his hair
in the middle, shines his
shoes occasionally and
shakes a wicked foot.

TROY CAVINESS
Gravelly, Ark.
National Guard '23 and
'24 ; Agri Club '23, '24.
AJtho Pete hailed from
afar he Is well known
within our ranks.

J,ILLIE WILKINS
Russellville, Ark.
Arkco-Agrian Society;
Dramatic Club;· Science
Club; Y. W. C. A.
Lillie's belief is in the
maxium, Silence is Golden. Her most intimate associates are her books.

ANTHONY WAYNE
SANDS
Charleston, Ark.
National Guard '23 and
'24; Agri Club.
"Tad" Is a remarkable
character and has left an
interesting record.

ii :

JOSEPH BURTON
Hickory Plains_. Ark.

G. E. CHEATHAM
Russellville, Ark.

Arkco-Agrian '24; Y. M.
C. A . ' 23 and ' 24; A g ri
Club ' 23 a nd '24; Nationa l
Guard ' 23 and '24.
Joe Is steady, solid,
business like and a real
man from the ground up.

Agri Club; Band; Orchestra; Cheer Leader '22
and Galinaper s.
"Gussie" is good natured, jovial and a friend
of everybody.

Senior Class

IIistor~

-Years ago when we first entered High School, we felt somewhat like the Eskimos whom a gentleman had brought to New
York. Wishing to amuse, and also, astonish them, he dressed
them out for a walk through the streets of the metropolis. When
their walk was ended the only words they could be brought to
utter ·were, ;(Too much smoke, too much noise, too much men, too
much everything."
By the cooperation and guidance of our loyal Faculty, to
whom we wish to extend our sincere thanks and appreciation,
each member of the senior class of 1924-25 feels that he has
turned the smoky trail of academic life into a stairway leading
to success.
In our studies we got along "fairly well." We had imbibed
the impression that a long list of subjects is apt to produce good
scholars. When we discovered the error of our ways, it was
too late to make any worth while changes. So we continued
the study of chemistry, agriculture, algebra, geometry, English,
ani'.'l a long list of other subjects, with the result that we now
have a smattering idea of each, without having mastered the
fundamentals of what is now called a practical education. This,
however, is neither surprising nor discouraging. Nearly all
people sooner or later experience that what they know they
cannot use, and what theY.. can use, they do-now know.
Fortunately, no serious sicknesses befell our ranks. Only
one or two maladies made their appearance, and these were
some sort of a fever, the main symptoms being a constant tendency to play football or basket ball, accompanied with a disinclination to study. Fortunately, we gradually got over the
attack, atlhough some of its effects are still lingering in our
systems.
The Freshman and Sophomore years were without any
events of note. They went along smoothly, without discord,

without strife, without rivalry. But as soon as we entered the
Junior year things became more interesting, and we began. to
look about us for. a class to succeed the seniors of 't hat year and
to be the graduates
1925. A class meeting was .held and. a
Junior roll made out. A few names were added to it during
the year, making a total of forty-five students, namely: Vestal
Birkhead, Rupert Bonds, Joe Burton, Troy Caviness, Russell
Clark, George Crager, Levi Cummins, Dorothy Crouse, Muriel
Eikleberry, John Emmons, Florence Graham, Verner Hatchett,
Richard Hill, J. T . Hodges, Clyde Jones, Boyd Keathley, Elmo
Lacy, Alvin Longstreth, Clyde Magness, Fay McCullough, Bertha
Mccutcheon, Jerrell Moore, Kenneth Northwang, Alcie Oldham,
Harold Overby, Varnell Overby, Helen Paxson, Johnnie Reed,
Helen Roberts, Tad Sands, C. B. Smith, Ruth Spicer, Cecil
Stanford, Dorothy Sullivant, Ray Taylor, May Vance, Carl
Ward, Junius Ward, Lillie Watkins, Serena Wright, and Mildred
Yates.

of

The final examinations were passed by "the skin of the
teeth" and we are ready to greet the next school year with a
feellng of seniority.
After returning to the College in. the . fall of 1924 a class
meeting was held . and the senior roll was called. We were delighted to find that nine new members had joined our ranks,
namely; James Chance, Dudley Edwards, Ratha Hamilton,
Lynn Hester, Jess Hicks, Alllne Krepke, Robert Moore, Gerry
Orr, and Carl Roady. The class organized, and we started on
our conquest of all the obstacles lying between us and our
High School diplomas. As to our success we shall leave it to
the judgment of our various teachers.
While "'e have thus given a brief historical sketch of our
High School career, we trust that the ending of this "our first
lesson" will be the beginning of another life that will enable us
to build upon the foundations laid while students of this institution.-J. W . BURTON.

Senion Class Prophec-g
The fact that I was chosen to write the class phophecy for our distinguished
Senior Class of 19225, gave me considerable work and knowing that there was very
little of the phophetlc In my make-up, I began giving my undivided attention to
the task.
·
When I had puzzled over the matter for some time I grew desperate from
trying to delve into the intricacies of the subject and realized that I must go tQI
some secluded place; where solitude reigned and where by deep meditation I might
be able to pry into the future of my classmates.
·
The only suitable place that presented itself w a s the picturesque eagle's
Rock. I was so obsessed with the idea that I lost not time; but jumped into my
tin flivver began a h asty journey toward this point.
When I had climbed to the highest pinnacle of the noble boulder, I lay down
underneath a shelf of rock ; only to discover that I was in very little mood for
deep meditation. My eyes roved over the panorama spread out in the valley beneath
me and lingered on the golden tints that the fast dying sun gave to the many colored
leaves. In the balmy air my brain became dull and I fell asleep.
I awoke about an hour later and saw standing before me an Indian Chieftain
He was very tall and straight; but his Innumerable wrinkles and weather-beaten
countenance proclaimed him to be of g-reat age. He was dressed in a full suit of
beaded buckskin and wore an eagle headdress to match. Around his waist was a
belt of wampum, In which were thrust several bowie knives and a tomahawk. In
one hand he carried a capable looking bow a nd a bea ded quiver filled with arrows.
r"ast, but not least, what attracted a nd held my attention was a string of fully fifty
scalps that hung from his belt.
Before I had time to recover from my panic: and s urprise he beckoned me to
follow him, then turned about and disappeared around an angle of the rock. Thinking
that he might be about to lead me to the l1lding place of the vast amounts of
treasure, which tradition and gossip h ave reputed to be hidden near Cagle' s Rock;
I arose and followed in the wake of my guide. When I passed the angle of the rock
he was nowhere in sight ; but upon taking a few steps forward I felt something
give and I was precipitated into space, down, down, through a hole in the very
middle of the gigantic ma.ss of rock. I fell so long that the thought occurred to me
that surely I was destined to rea ch Hades before . my time. This thought caused a
snicker of pure glee at the thought of how surprised old Nick would be to have me
arrived In such a hurried manner; when all at once I lit with a terrific splash and
found myself imbibing pure Adam's Ale by the gallon. Crawling out upon a ragged
shelf of hard stone I ascertained tha t no injury had 1'een done by the fall . Then an
extremely dazzling phosphoresceut glow sprang up from all parts of the rock walied
cavern in which I found myself.
·
Across one end of the cavern an enormous book was standing open. It was
easily fifteen feet wide by twenty feet long, and standing directly in front of it was
the Indian Chieftain. He opened his mouth and said In borken English but with the
gutteral tones customary to his race : "This is the Book of Fate, which tells of the
lives of all people, past, present, and future. "
I crept up close to the book and saw that by ea ch name w a s a picture of tha.t
person at the time the height of his ambition was reached. I gazed with awe and

reverence upon such names as Caesar, Napoleon, Washington, Lincoln and Woodrow
Wilson. Then while trying to find my own name I ran across those of my classmates.
After I had read the fates of my classmates I again sought for my own name ;
buU·not seeing it I decided to turn to another page, and as the book was not very
well braced it tipped ·over and fell on me. To my surprise ·I · found myself back on
top · of· the Rock, from where I made my way back home. I Immediately undertook
to transcribe the contents of the book on paper ; but to my disgust I could not
remember· a si~gle line. Soon I put up my work and went to bed to dream of the
events of • the day.
~le wandering in the jungles and valleys of dreamland the future of my
clas11mates. <;:a~e back .t o me with greater reality and l . bega,n to wander with them
in their different vocations of life.

First I was in the town of St. Louis and looking into the principal bank of
the city, saw the president a t his desk. He turned to speak to the cashier and I
recognized the beloved president of our Senior Class, C. B. Smith. Then I remembered
that he had a cquired a very valuable " Stone" soon after his graduation.
The scene now changed. I was walking In the residential section of Philadelphia and chanced to fall into step with a beautiful and w ell dressed lady, whom I
saw was my school m a te Vera Davis. She had become the most eminent novelist of
her time. We began talking ove.r old times and I found that she had kept track
of several of our cla ssmates. Roy. Taylor had graduated from . West Point, with
many honors. Helen ·Paxson chose the stage for her .porfession and has more admirers than any other actress. It semeed that Verner Hatchett has become an
enterprising salesman of Bibles, wigs , fa,lse teeth and chewing gum. When he shows
his gold teeth in
fascinating smile -there is no resisting him. Black-haired ladles
buy red wigs and infidels buy Bibles.

a.

I n ext found myself at a great Woman Suffrage ConYention. The woman
chairman and speaker was Alcie Oldham. Looking over the large audience I saw a
great many of my old schoolmates and after the day· session we gathered at Delmontico's restaurant, where we staged a great banquet and where we were to regale
one another with our different experiences .since our school days w ere over.
We were beginning to do full justice to the repast, when Reverend Tad Sands
stood up and called upon his brother Eva ngelist Reverend Troy Caviness to return
thnaks. After we were all well stuffed, each began to elucidate as to the diffeerent
vocations they were following.
Cecile Stanford was the most celebrated poetess of her day. Boyd Keathley was
the best baseball player in America. Lois Camp had become the leading lady In a
great many wlld West scenarios. Serena Wright was proprietor of a large and
prosperous line of hotels. Pauline Edwards, the proprietess of a home for stray
dogs and cats and henI>ecked husbands, told me that Alvin Longstreth had become a
particularlly daring aviator and was then on a trip to Mars; but the general opinion
of his friends was that he would never return, for the simple reason that he might
never again be in such close proximity of Heaven.
Elmo Lacy, the owner of a large dairy farm, had brought his bookkeeper,
George Crager a long. Oris Deshazo was the most prosperous farmer in Arkansas
and Carl Ward a learned scientist were also present. Johnnie Reed was the winner
of the late International Typewriting Championship. We were entertained by Dorothy Crouse, the latest in Primma Donnas, while Vestel Birkhead, the ballet dancer,
·gave a wonderful exhibition of her skill.
Ruth Spicer was married and happy; but her prosperous family prevented her
from being present. I found Bertha McCuthcheon's excellent World History in_ a
display in the next store window.

Richard Hill, who sat a little apart from the rest was assiduously cultivating
the. dozen or so remaining hairs on an otherwise smooth dome. He said that he had
studied too hard while at ·school. Kenneth Northwang had gone west and carried
"Wes,t". with .him. He established a fruit ranch in California. The wonderfully
absent minded professor of Entomology, james Chance, now stood up and began
to repeat . backwards the life history of a green and gold bug that he had found
in his vegetable soup. Carl Roady, who was an income tax expert, showed us how
we might cheat Uncle Sam out of fifty cents on the dollar. Alline Kreipke, · the
dramatist, . told us that she had just finished her world famed drama "Then why
should I cry over you?"
The greatest electrical engineer of all ages, Russell Clark, had brought his able
assistant, J. T. Hodges with him. Levi Cummins, a learned math professor, exclu.s ive
product of Arkansas and resident of Ouita, now began to compute the number of
men it would take, falling from the planet Mars, to knock the Atlantic ocean dry.
Clyde Magness, a noted live stock breeder, developed a terrific headache from eating
some of his own cast iron beef and since l!'aye McCullough, a wonderful chiropractor,
was present, she proceeded to demonstrate .on him and accidentally effected a cure.
She says she can cure anything from a broken heart to a broken engagement. just
before our gathering broke up we had our fortunes told by the palmist, Mildred
Yates. The feast being over, the modern Rockefeller, jess Hicks, opened his heart
and footed the bill.
The scene changed and I found myself in the Hall of Congress. The silvertongued Congressman joe Burton was delivering the gTeatest masterpiece of oratory
ever heard in that magnificent building.
Now the scene shifted to the pyramids of Egypt, where I saw the famouF
archaeologist, junius Ward (P. H. D., B. S. C., :B: A .. P. D. Q .. S. 0 . L. etc) on
terms of intimacy with the skeletons of ancient Pharohs. I next took a peep into
the missionary districts of China, where I saw john Emmons, a worthy sky-pilot
getting an introduction Into the art of eating with chop sticks. The cadaverous expression on his benign countenance gave evidence of many weary hours of hard
labor i~ trying to satisfy his growing hunger.
The desire suddenly possed me to return home and visit the Arkansas Polytechnic .College, the scene of many hours of labor. While crossing the Rocky Mountains I saw a gloomy castle situated upon an almost inaccessible plateau, which was
surrounded by frowning walls. Upon inquiry I found that this was the private
harem of the modern Shiek, Clyde B. jones.
·
I found that the old school had changed somewha t. It has become the largest
College in the South. Harold Overby, the football coach, thinks his team will have
an easy victory when they meet West Point and Notre Dame. On looking over the
institution I found that several more of my classmates had refused to leave. Lillie
Wilkins is the efficient office stenographer, while Varnell Overby pilots the basket
ball team to victory. j errell Moore, successor to Mr. D ean, takes a delight in torturing the drawing students. Florence Dean, the modern yell leader, and Ratha
Hamilton, the accomplished music teacher, are also valubal e assets to the institution.
The younger generation is taugh thow to avoid indigestion by the real honest-togoodness Domestic Science teacher May Vance, and how to build ideal homes by
Florence Gra,ham, who puts her advice into practice in her own home..
·
Last but not least, after trying unsuccessfully to secure a real girl, I found
myself riding the waves of the Pacific ocean and vainly endeavoring to catch the
golden haired mermaids as they swim lazily past. Here my pleasant dreams were
interrupted by the welcome voice of my father : "Get up from there, you lazy
scamp, ·if you want any breakfast." It seems that someone is always taking the joy
out G! life, for I nearly caught the prettiest mermaid the last grab.
R: M. B.

Class Will and Testament
We, the dignified, illustrious and notorious Seniors of '25
do hereby make, publish and declarQ t:!lis. to be our last will
and testaro.,nt..
To the faculty members we leave the right'l.'o do anything they think will spite the "Freshie"
"'ho is so green and loud,
Unlike the Seniors so dignified and proud.
Unto the Juniors we hand down
'l'he honor and privilege of going to town
That is, if they have permits filled out in ink,
And signed by matron and dean without .a blink.
Of personal bequest we have many;
Some are large, some are small,- and some are rather· skinnyOur mighty president tops the list alone,
For what he leaves is a precious "Stone."
Next in order may I name
One ·whose reading has brought h er fame,
The thought she leaves, Is not on Jamb
But her advice no how to cure "Ham1n."
The two Dots and Boyd will come in a row
Because of the knowledge they can b estow
Upon the simple subj.ec-t of a physique,
No, I am mistaken, } mean Physics.
Clyde's and Richard's rapnl: rate
Of making calls and telephone dates,
While Gerry and Tad have demerits to let,
And all who can °bear them are welcome, you bet.
Pauline's and Ratha's advice on how to care
For a mass of Jong brown, wavy h a ir,
Along with this Alcie should boast
The rays given off from her own lamp.
Cummins and Magness, two brilliant scholars,
Leave what it takes to draw for the dollars,
While Emmons and Crager two gallant courteirs,
Their courage and boldness and lack of fears.
Florence's and Johnnie's contribution
Leaves high music to the institution
We hope that Howard won't think it a snare
·As for him, Johnnie will keep a share.

\

Rupert's skill in writing prose,
And plenty of time to tell all he knows.
Northwang's power as a shiek he bequests
As it will be of no need when he gets out west.
May's advice on making hamburgers with skill,
Is of no little importance in making this will,
Also Florence Graham's ability In serving the sick.
That is, if they don't die they .get well quick.
As to Hatchet such a shy little bashful boy
Leaves his ability to turn sorrow into joy,
But when it comes to hitting the mark
Taylor Is there as gay as a lark.
Varnell's knowledge of a football player,
One who is kind and will always obey her,
Lois' ambition to be a school ma'rm
Or to be an old maid and. live on the farm.
Clark
Leave
While
What

and Caviness, two Physics sharks,
the exact length of electric sparks
Junius and Carl both know right well
it takes to make a Bichromate Cell.
Alinne to any deserving one,
Her ability to read and have her fun,
While Lillie leaves her vampish ways,
To be used sparingly on Saturdays.

Long and Eiklebury, both talented musicians,
Leave their advice not to rush when finishing
As It Is too much for the ordinary man,
The tax on the brain is more than he can stand.
Bertha and Mildred their ability as readers,
Also share of their sk!ll as feeders.
Ruth and "Patchel" bestow on those
Who wish quiet, peace, and sweet repose.
Helen's right to use any pretentious name,
Especially if there's any chance of her winning fame
Fays' ability to put in rhyme
Anything that is well worth her time.
Hester's oratory and basketball talent
And Oris Deshazo who also is gallant.
Both young men are promising chaps
And will be an inspiration to you, perhaps.
Knowledge in football we have galore.
in Overby, Streets, and Bobby Moore,
May we always be as we are at this date,
The Wonder Boys from the Wonder State.
Now, .Juniors, you won't think I am selfish I hope,
For before I got to the author I ran out of dope.
I have studied and studied on the task I have dreaded,
Until I am gray,-no, red headed.
CLASS '25.

Junior Class Organization
C. B. CLEMENT, President
HILLMAN LEE, Vice President
HILDA BLAIR, Secretary and Treasurer
CLEO DOOLEY, Class Historian
AIKMAN, BILL
BOGAN, EMMA
BAKER, ROY
BENNETT, ARVLE
BOYER, GERTRUDE
BLAIR, HILDA
BURRIS, FAY
BUFFINGTON, CARROLL
COLEMAN, JOHN
CLEMENT, C. B.
DAVIS, BOB
DANIEL, LAURA
DIAL, FRED
DOOLEY, CLEO
GARRE TT, HARRY
,HARRELL, DUDLEY
HIGHFILL, VIRGIE
HORN, ESCHAL

LIVINGSTON, ERWIN
LIDE, HILMAN
MOON, ROSE
l\IARTIN, LADY
EVELYN
McNEAL, XZIN
MITCHELL, STA..'<LEY
PARTEE, GROVER
PETRAY, CLARA
ROBERTS, CARL
ROSE, COVIE
STONE, MABEL
STOWERS, GEOH.GE
THOMPSON, ANNIE
SUE
VANDALSEM, PAUL
WILLIAMSON, WOOD
YARBROUGH, SHELDON

C. B. CLEMENTS
Rover
"Foots" makes A's in
athletics.
ANNIE SUE THOMPSON
Yellville
Annie Sue is the kind of
agirl that everyone likes.
CAROLL BUFFINGTON
Lonsdale
Carroll's ambition is to
be an engineer.

EMMA BOGAN
Russellville
Emma never lets her
studies interfere with her
education.
CARL ROBERTS
Russellville
Carl never troubles
trouble until trouble troubles him.
BILL AIKMAN
Bluffton
Bill's with the opposite

sex.

GEORGE STO"WERS
Little Rock

R~;;:' ":;,;i~.1;; sb~~ft ~~e-;:
day."
FRED A. DIAL
Leola
A good student, capable
and dependable.
GERTRUDE BOYER
Beebe
We are fortunate to
have the best girl athlete.

BOB DAVIS
LAURA DANIELS
Redstripe
Scranton
Bob is very popular with
Anyone is fortunate in havthe "town girls."
ing Laura as their friend.

COVIE G. ROSE
Russellville, Ark.
A soldier, a ringer, and a
charmer of women.

MABEL STONE
Pendleton
Mabel is a faithful Y. W.
C. A. worker.

GROVER PARTEE
Optimus
"I'd like to study, but those
girls are too interesting."

CROMWELL PAGE
He is modest, reliable and
one of our best students.

DUDLEY B:ARREL
Cato
"No, I am not very large
-but what of it?"

XZIN McNEAL
Nimrod
"A boy that can't fool a
girl is a miserable failure."

CLARA PETRAY
Russellville
"I am sleepy so I'll let you
go."

L.ADY EVELYN MARTIN
Pottsville
What would Aggie be
without her?

ARVLE BENNETT
Scranton
Arvle is a brother to
Joe.

HARRY GARRETT
Clarksville
"Only fools are serious."

CLEO DOOLEY
Aplin
Dooley never fails
have a good time.

to

PAUL VanDALSEM
Aplin
"Me, too, me, too."

JAMES MATLOCK
James has been a first
rate student and a booster
for our class.

ELSIE BIRKHEAD
Russellville
"Oh
(shaw) ain't he

cute?':

HILLMAN LEE
Branch
He made good selling
Bibles.

Junior Class llistorg

In considering the members of the Junior class, we find that all are heroes.
Having bravely withstood the onslaughts of the hostile faculty ever gaining ground,
until at last, after three years, we stand before the very ramparts which are to be
captured in 1926.
Now, let us consider our well known President, Chas. B. Clement. Charles is
very active in athletics, and is one of our star players in both football and basketball.
Next comes our Vice President, Hillman Lee, a distinguished member of our
class. He has made a good record, and we hope he will be with us next season.
Then, our Secretary, Hilda Blair, who came to us from Lamar, is loved by all
who know her. When a voice is heard saying, "My soul, my soul," you may know
that is Hilda.
A number of new students entered our class in the fill, and all have made
good records. We hope that they have learned to love this Coilege, and will return
for the coming year.
C. D.

Sophomore Class Organization
LE1'J HARTON, President
LAMBERT RESIMONT, Vice President
ERA GRIFFIN, Secretary and Treasurer

Roll
ARRINGTON, GUSSIE
BUTLJ!JR, ANN
BAKER, ELBERTA
BRANSON, LYTHE
BENNETT, R;EITH
BONDS, RYE
BIRKHEAD, MAXINE
BOYER, CLARENCE
CHAMBERS, DOUGLAS
CARTER, CLEMENT
CRAYENS, RALPH
CROSSNO, ROY
FRAILEY, LESLIE
FIDDLER, ELMER
GRIFFIN, ERA
GATELEY, EARL
GARDNER, GLADYS
GRAHAM, INEZ
GOODIN, CLARA
GRAY, LETA MAUD
GOODWIN, JOE
GEORGE, HADLEY
HARTON, LEE
HIGH. CHARLES
HOPKINS, BILL
HUDLOW, JOYCE
HUDLOW, GRADY
HICKEY, GEORGE
HAYNIE, ANNIE
HYDER, MELLIE
HATFIELD, ROY
HAYNES, MR. P. J.
JOHNSON, MARIE
JENKINS, FLOYD
KOEN, PAUL
LILES, IMOGENE
RUSSELL, LIPE

LYMAN, JOE
LEWIS, BERNARD
MOUROT, WILLIE
MULLINS, EMILY
McCLANAHAN, SID
MULLINS, BERT
MARTIN, JOHN
MOSES, FLOYD
McCLAMROCK, LUCIUS
MOSES, JOHN
OATES, LEWIS
PRICE, JEWELL
PAXON, WILLIE
ROGERS, PRUE
ROGERS, ROBERT
RAMSEY, CLEO
RIBBELIN, THELMA
REISMONT, LAMBERT
STONE, CORA
SHOPTAW, WILLIAM
THURMAN, RUTH
THOMPSON, LELA
THOMPSON, HENRY
THOMPSON, TRULA
VAUGHAN, LELA
VAUGHAN, CLYDE
WARD, LOIS
'VILLI.AMSON, MILDRED
WILSON, VIOLET
WILSON, NAOMI
WHEELER, FLOSSIE
WHEELER, GRACE
WILSON, M. V.
WHITE, LEWIS
WELCH, EARL

Gray, Webb, Frailey, Wheeler, Crossno, Hickey, Ringer, Thompson,
Chambers, Vaughn, .Johnson, Fiddler, Liles, Arrington, Carter, Moses,
Williamson, Mourot, Gardner and Rogers.

Ramsey, Horton, Highfill, Reismont, Yates, Bennett, Butler, Lipe, Thurman, Boyer, Ward, Koen,
Wheeler, Bonds, ·Meyers Gateley, Griffin, McClanahan, Thompson, Hatfield

Sophomore Class Historg
Our Freshman year in school was one of misery. O,ur highest ambitions were to become sophomores. Being a measly little "Freshie" was
more than we could stand because we were flunkies and runabouts for the
dignified sophomores. V.'e feared that if we didn't act promptly when
called upon we would be severely chastised, and we dared not raise a
hand for protection. But soon this "Freshie" year passed and our idea
changed very much to our surprise.
Now we realize that being a Sophomore really means only a call for
higher things. We realize that we know nothing and that it is time to
gain knowledge instead as our freshman idea was to give off a little
even to the instructors when needed. We know now that it takes harder
l.icks and more of them to make a senior, which is our highest
ambition. This road is a long one but we are on the home stretch and
two more short years will see us stepping down from the old stage with
the Jong coveted sheepskin in our hands.
We hope that there will be no one to drop out of our class. Wouldn't
that be a record? A class of about eighty seniors.
Said Prof. Tomlinson: "I adore the sophomore class more than any
class in school because they are not so dignified as the seniors and not
so unexperienced as the "Freshies."
To make the class a complete one, it has a fine athletic club mostly
experien2ed in the way of basket ball, also several members of our class
belong to the tennis club.
In closing, I want to leave the impression that we have a grand
sophomore class. I hope that the next class will be as good as the
present one.
Sect. and Historian E. L. G.
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Freshman Class Organization
FRESHMAN ORGANIZATION
DON HAMM President
HOMER HILLIARD, Vice President
MAMIE FEATHERSTOI:', Secretary
COLOR, Purpl& and Gold.
FLOWER, Pansy
MOTTO, "To seek to strive to find and
not to yield."

ANDERSON, LOUISE
BENNETT, JOHN J.
BUCHANAN, OKLA
BOLLIKGER, NELL
BENNETT, BERNICE
BURNHAM, HAROLD
BRADEN, EUGENE
BANGERT, FREDERICK
BRAMLETT, ADDIE
BURRIS, REX
BOSTER, MARTHA
COCKRAN, LAWREN CE
cr~EMENT, EV A
CLIFTON, MARTHA
CAMPBELL, DELLA
COOPER, LOUIS
CARPENTER, HOWARD
CATHEY, BILL
CLEMENT, MARK RAY
CARPENTER, LUTHER
COFER. JENNIE MAE
COFER, LEXINE
CRAFTON, RUPERT
DEAN, EDWIN
DICKENS, CARL
DAVIS, FLOYD
DEWALL, GLENN
li'EATHERSTON, MAMIE
FARRIS, WYLIE
FARMER, ORAN
FOSTER, EVERETT
GRIMES, FRED
GARDNER, G. C.
H UNDLEY, LUDY
HARTON, VIVIAN
HAMM, DON
HARRELL, HERMAN
HI CKMAN, JEFF
HIGHFILL, CLYDE
HICKMAN, R. T.
HOPKINS, ALEX
HARBIN, CARL
HUDLOW, JOSEPHINE
HARDY, MARY ELLA
HILLIARD, HOMER
HILL, JEWEL

HOLDEN, CHARLES
HAMM, RUTH
HIGGS, THURSTON
HOFFMAN, OTTO
JOHNSON, CORON
KING, JOHN
KISNER, RUBY
KETCHESIDE, AUBREY
KIRKWOOD, HERBERT
MIKEL, LYMAN
LEWIS, ROY
McGEHEE, . MILDRED
MARSHALL, JACK.
MAYES, GEORGE
MATHIS, EDWARD
MUSGROVE, BUD
NOLEN, IRIS
OPITZ, MYRTLE
OSTEEN, ALTA
OATES, LOUIS
PITMAN, RUEL
PRICE, RUTH MARIE
MANSFIELD, DOROTHY
NELL
POWERS, DALLAS
PAGE, BERT
PAGE, CROMWELL
STOWERS, PIERCE
SUMMERS, ERNEST
SHOPTAW, OUITA
SULLIVANT, GLADYS
SHIPLEY, ORVILLE
SEWELL, KAYMOND
TURNER, RAYBURN
VANCE, BOB
WEIR, MACK
WEBB, IVAN
WALKER, LUCILE
WOODFORD, BETTY
MAYE
WEIR, DAVID
WRIGHT, GEORGE
WE8T, D .
WILKINS, ROY
SMITH, FREEDA
PRICE, LUCILE

Sullivant, Hardy, Hillard, Powers, Cathey, Ballinger, Bramlett, Bennett,
Ketcherside, Hoffman, Gardner, Kirkwood, Hickman, Clement, Higgs, Kisner,
and Marshall.

Hamm, Hill, Harbin, Hundley, Davis, Osteen, Harrell, Cofer, Summers.
1eeatherston, Lewis, Hamm, Carpenter, Hudlow, Clement, Webb, _Pittman,
Horton, Farris and Walker.

Clitfon, Mathis, Cofer, Hickman, McGehee, Dean, Shoptaw, Dickens, Opitz,
Mikel, Woodford, Shipley, Buchanan,. Price, Crafton, Nolen, Smith, Oates and King.

Freshman Class

llistor~

"Hey! freshman, don't cut the campus. Won't you ever learn?"
'l'hese are only some of the words ringing in the ears of the class of '28.
Nevertheless, "those days are gone forever."
Although the class of ' 28 was accused of being green, it was not
long before they had gained recognition. The winter had come and the
verdue of the class had disappeared. Many had demonstrated their
ability in doing unusually splendid work, and a great number had soon
learned the regular routine of the school, and were falling in line as
leaders rather than followers. It Is only just to mention that the students
with an average grade of ninety and eligible to draw for the dolla r were
the greatest in number from our class.
The freshman basrl:et ball team gave evidence of an excellent varsity
of material for next year. It scored more points against its opponentg
than the varstly team and lose fewer games.
As one m ay say, "he has come to the end of a perfect day." "\Ve
the class of '28 could well say that we have finished a perfect school
year. We have conformed to the r egulations of the Arkansas Polytechnic
College; have set good examples, and will continue to work for the bett erment and advancement of our Alma Mater.
DON H AMl\I.

.~
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Prof. J. B. Stevenson, Clyde Magness, Dr. Cain, Johnnie R eed , Prof. Caudle, Thomas Todd,
Varnell Overby, Pat Hamm, Lucile Hoglns, Alcie Oldha m, Joe Bishop, Autrey Newman, Truman
....
"'IcEver, Howard Burton, G. E . Tanner, Boyd Kea thley, Russell Clark, Lillie Wilkins, Clark
Reasoner and Roy McNeal.

Science Department
The Science Department of this school Is ·one of the
ments in the institution. Because of the variety of work
field over which the scope of study extends together with
knowledge gained. 'l'he study of science is one of the most
study that man Is priviledged to pursue.

most important departpursued and the large
the applicability of the
fascinating branches of

College Physics-This course is given over to the study of matter and energy
and the laws by which these are governed. The aim of the course is to stimulate
the pupil to do some thinking on his own account about the hows and whys of the
physical world In which we live.
General Chemistry-This course is given over to a detailed study of the fundamental facts which deal with the chemical phenomena that are the most important
in every day life. The lecture work is supplemented by ·actual work in the laborator~·.
Organic Chemistry-This course is consumated in the study · of the cliphatic
series of hydrocarbons, alcohols, ethers, aldehydes, keytones, organic acids, esters,
fats, waxes, carbohydrates and proteins and the study of the Aromatics such as :
Benzene, Naphathalene, Anethracene, Sulphuric acids and Nitro compounds.
Qualitative Ana_Jysis-This course is confined to a study of the important reactions of the most common metals and the qualitative separation of these metals.
Quantitative Analysis-In this course the student is given a brief on all the
chemistry that he has taken before, and is given a working knowledge of the vol·
umetric and gravlmtitrlc analysis of minerals, salts and acids. A number of analysis
are carried out by each student in the laboratory.
Botany-The study of Botany is giyen over to the study of the microscopic
structures of roots, stems, leaves, flowers and fruijs of flowering plants. General
morphology of algae, fungi, liverworts, mosses, ferns and seed plants are selected
for lecture and laboratory work. Special emphasis is laid upon nutrition, reproduction, life-history and evolution of those forms which are of both scientific and
economic importance.
Geology-This course is designed to give a general, but comprehensive ·account
of the orig'ln, nature, distribution and uses of the metallic and non-metallic products
of the earth.
Zoology-This is a general course in lnvertabrate and Vertebrate Zoology consumated in the classification of the various species of animals with a detailed
study of the various classes and orders.
Entomology-This course is ma.de up of the composite study of the anatomy,
physiology, classification and habits of insects and other orethropoda. This course
give the student a foundation for subsequent study of the control of injurious insects, protection of useful insects, and prepa·r es him for original work along these
lines. Each student is required to collect, mount, and classify a minimum of one
hundred species of Insects.
General Bacteriology-General Bacteriology is a study of the morphology and
classification of bacteria, yeasts, and molds. The cultivation, observation and distribution of micro "organisms" ; the principles of steril!zation and food preservation;
the .roll of micro "organisms" in the relation to public health, especially in water.
Soil Bacteriology makes a special study of the micro "organisms" living in the
soil, organisms associated with the putrefaction a nd decay of organic matter in the
soil.
-D. A. N.
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Officers of the First Term.
JOHN WALKER, President
C. B. SMITH, Vice President
CLARK REASONER, Secretary
FRANK STANLEY, 'l'reasurer
WILLIE MOROUT, Serg·eant-at-Arms
HAROLD CRUM, Reporter
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Officers of the Second Term.
DENNIS ROSE, President
G. W. HAMM, Vice President
JOE BENNETT, Secretary
C. B. SMITH, Sergeant-at-Arms
EDGAR VAUGHN, Reporter
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Officers of the Third Term.
ADDIS EVANS, President
GEORGE STOKES, Vice President
VIRGIL HIGHFILL, Secretary
JUNIUS WARD, Treasurer
HAROLD CRUM, Reporter

Agri Club
About the middle of January, 1922, a group of boys and Mr. Weldon,
who were interested In bettering the Agricultural interests of the State,
met for the purpose of organizing a club so that these questions pertaining to Agricultu~·e might be brought before the students of this school.
The Club has been doing some splendid work since the time of its organization.
Membership to this club is open to any male student in school who
shows that he is interested in Agricultural work. It is not the purpose
of the club to have the president give out all the information but for the
club members as a whole to do it.
The farmer has had a hard struggle in the past trying to find the
thing that meant something in the adva ncement of modern Agriculture,
What are the things that give this advancement?
It is important to get a few more dollars for the crops we grow ; a
few more cents a pound for our cotton ; a · few more dimes a bushel for
our wheat, corn or rye. And yet after all the most important thing for
any man ls something infinitely greater than that, it ls to develop within
himself those God-given qualities of manhood that will make him willing
to sacrifice and endure for a moment that which promises a richer inheritance to his community, state or nation. These are some of the things
that the "Agri" Club wishes to fo s ter.

Seemingly we have students that do not like this work or either they
cannot stand the struggle. But is it · no new' thing. It is as old as time.
rn the work for American Independence many p e ople refused to follow the
le ad of George Washington, but said they desired the rule of the British
king.
"Sow"
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JOE BISHOP, President
HOWARD BURTON, Vice President
AUTREY NEWMAN, Secretary
THOMAS TODD, Treasurer and
Chairman Finance Committee
PAT HAMM, Chairman Religious Cpmmittee
JOE BENNETT, Chairman Bible Study
Committee

M
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CHARLES B. SMITH, Chairman Missionary Committee
J. OVERTON SADLER, Chairman New
Student Committee
CHARLES B. CLEMENT, Chairman
Membership Committee
HAROLD CRUM, Reporter
G. R. TURRENTINE, Faculty Adviser

A

MEMBERSHIP
Any male ·student or member of Faculty of good moral character who cares to belong.

Young Men's Christian
Association
Of the many organizations that have contributed to tlie success .and
glory of the Arkansas Polytechnic College, the Young Men's Christian
Association ranks with the highest.
The object of the Association is "To lead students to become disciples of Jesus Christ, the Divine Lord and Savior, to lead them to join
the <0hurch, to promote growth in Christian faith and character, and to
enlist them in Christian Service."
The student body is beginning to realize that not only does the world
need leaders but it needs Christian leaders. In student organizations of
this kind Christian leaders are being developed. It is devoutly hoped that
in the future the rural c 0 mmunlties of Arkansas may not lack for Sunday
schools and churches.
At this time the Association is busily 11ngaged in r a 1smg its sha re of
the money that 'goes to the building of a college lodge on Petit Jean
Mountain. Already the work has started. Some are contributing in labor
and some in money. This is probably the greatest piece of work that the
college Y's in Arkansas have undertaken. When this lodge Is completed
the students will have some place to hold week· end retreats and conferences.
This organization is slowly but surely gaining ground in our college.
It Is the only society that ls trying to do religious work from within,

among the boys; The Young Men's Christian Association stands for a
well developed physical, mental, and spiritual manhood.

Periclean. Literarg Societg
OFFICERS FIRST TERM
OFFI CERS SECOND TERM
ADDIS EVANS, President
LOIS HAMM, President
G. W. HAMM, Vice President
FRANK S'.l'ANLEY, Vice President
BERTHA McCUTCHEON, Secretary
CHAS. B. CLEMENT, Secretary
HAROLD OVERBY, Treasurer
LADY EVELYN MARTIN, Treasurer
PA'.r HAMM, Reporter
VERA DAVIS, R eporter
CHAS. B . CLEMENT, Sergeant-at-Arms
G. W .HAMM, Sergeant-at-Arms
JOE BISHOP, Chaplain
JOE BISHOP, Chaplain
OFFICERS THIRD TERM
FRANK STANLEY, President
DOROTHY SULLIVAN, Treasurer
LADY EVELYN MARTIN, Secretary
G . W. HAMM, Sergeant-at-Arms
CLARK REASONER, Reporter
JOE BISHOP, Chapla in
ROT~L

BAKER, JOSH
BLAIR, HILDA
BISHOP, JOE
BUSBEE, HUGH
BAKER, ELBERTA
BLACKBURN, W. E.
CLEMl<JNT, CHAS. B.
CLEMENT, EVA KATE
CAMP, LOIS
DAVIS, CLEO
DOOLEY, CLEO
EVANS, ADDIS
FIDDLER, ELMER
HAMM, LOIS
HAMM, PAT
HAMM, G. W .

HARRELL, EUNA
HAMM, DON
KEA'.l'HLEY, BOYD
LONGSTRETH, ALVIN
J\IcMURTRY, MURRELL
MYOVER, JIM
~cCUTCHEON,BERTHA

MARTIN, LADY
EVELYN
MOROUT, WILLIE
MIKEL, LYMAN
MENEES, EMMETT
NOLEN, IRIS
OVERBY, VARNELL
OVERBY, HAROLD
OVERBY, CATHERINE

PR)JITT, BEN FRANK
POWERS, DENTON
POWERS, DALLAS
REASONER, CLARK
SULLIVAN, DOROTHY
STOWERS, GEORGE
STANLEY, FRANK
STOWERS, PIERCE
THURMAN, RUTH
THOMPSON, ANNA SUE
TAYLOR, ROY
WEBB, BUNYAN
WHEELER, GRACE
WOODFORD, WM. I.
YATES, FERN

Periclean Literarg Societg
Early in the year cir 1923, two Literary Societies were organized at
the Aggie School, now A. P. C., displacing the one of former years. The
Periclean Society, though beginning with a comparative small membership,
had a very definite purpose In mind. By competent leadership and loyal
coopera tion, splendid success has been achieved.
From the very beginning all wer.e earnest and sincere about their
work. They labored not for personal gain alone, but for that greater
purpose-the upbuildlng of their school and the promotion of its interests.
The Periclean Society was represented in 1924 , at the State High
School D ebating League by G. E. Tanner, Bunyan Webb and Joe Bishop,
who ·acquitted themselves well.
For many years there has bee n a decided lack of social life in the
institution. The Pericleans have been: ins'trumental in, fostering a better
understanding and acquaintanceship among both faculty and students.
· They a nd other organizations have sponsored various social functions
throug hout the year, all of which has created a better or more "homey"
atmosphere for the students. The results are obvious-better contentment
and Increased love and loyalty for d ear old A. P. C,

Arkco-Agrian I.iterarg Societg
The Arkco-Agrian Literary Society is facing the end of the school
year of 1924-25 conscious of the , fact tha t this year has been one of progress for her. For the most part her one hundred and twenty mem,b ers
have derived valuable experience from the time spent In her halls this
year.
The purpose of this organization Is to secure for each member such
training ,as will enable him to speak in public.
The society has been fortunate th.is year in its selection of officers.
These students have proved themselves worthy of filling their positions
and faithfully dischargi ng their duties. The Arkco-Agria n Literary Society Is well represented in every worthy phase of college activities a nd
the society at all tim es endeavors to maintain an honorable attitude in
every particular.
Let's coupie the experience gained f rom past achievements with an
inward desire for future d evelopment and bend every effort toward making
the coming year even greater than the past.
·

Arkco-Agrian Liferarg Sociefg
FIRST TERM
C. B. SMITH, President
RO.Y McNEAL, V. J;>resident
CECIL STANFORD, Secretary
KASPER SKINNER, Treas.

SECOND TERM
ELMER HAMM, President
JOHN WALKER, Vice President
MILDRED YATES, Secretary
JOE BENNETT, Treasurer

THIRD TERM
EDGAR VAUGHN, President
DENNIS ROSE, Vice President
JOHNNIE REED, .Secretary
ROY M~NEAL, Treasurer

ROLL
ADAMS, SID
BENN ETT, BERNICE
BURNETT, LORENA
BIRKHEAD, V.
BENNETT, ORVILLE
BOYER, GERTRUDE
BREWER, HUGH
BIRKHEAD, M.
BURTON, HOWARD
BONDS, RUPERT
BALLINGER, NELL
BENNET, KEITH
CLARK, HILDA
CROUSE, DOROTHY
CRAYENS, RALPH

CROSSNO, ROY
DEAN, FLORENCE
DIAL, FRED
DICKENS , CARL
DAVIS, BOB
DANIELS, LA URA
EDWARDS, PAULINE
CHANCE, JAMES
E MMONS, JOHN
FARRIS, WILEY
FARRIS, EM QRY
FRAILEY, LESLIE
FEATHERTON, M.
FOSTER, EVERETT
GARDNER, L UCILE

. .L\rkco-Agrian Literarg Societg
ROLL (continued)
GARDNER, GLADYS
GRAHAM, INEZ
GRAY, ROGERS
GATELEY, EARL
HESTER, LYNN
HILL, DOUGLAS
HORN, ESCHOL
JOHNSON, MARIE
KREPKE. ALLINE
KIRKWOOD, H.
KISNER, RUBYE
LEE, HILLMAN
LINZY, BETH
LYPE, RUSSELL
MOORE, JERRELL
McNmAL, XZIN
McNEAL, ROY
McCULLOUGH, F.
MOSES, FLOYD
McCONNELL, C.
MITCHELL, S .
NEWMAN, AUTREY
OPITZ, MYRTLE
OLDHAM, ALCIE
PRICE, LUCILE
PAXON, HELEN
PAXON.1-. WILLIE
PARTE.lli, GROVER
RAMSEY, CLEO
REED, JOHNNIE
ROGERS, ROBERT
ROGERS, PRUE
RHINEHART, M. S.
ROSE, DENNIS
ROSE, COVIE

RUSSELL, G .
REASONER, STEVE
SADLER, OVERTON
SKINNER, KASPER
SMITH, C. B.
SPICER, RUTH
STANFORD; CECILE
STRICKLAND, RUE
STONE, CORA
STONE, MABEL
SULLIVANT, MAY
SAXSON, OSCAR
SMITH, FREEDA
SULLIVANT, G.
SCHATT, E.
SKINNER, R.
"TODD, THOMAS
THOMPSON, LELA
VAUGHN, EDGAR
VAUGHN, LELA
VANCE, MARY
VANCE, MAY
VAUGHN, CLYDE
WALKER, LOUISE
WARD, LOIS
WILLIAMSON, M.
WRIGHT, SERENA
WOODFORD, MAE
\V"HITE, LOUIS
WILSON, VIOLET
WALKER, SID
WILKINS, LILLIE
WILSON, NAOMI
WEBB, SYBIL
YATES, FERN

'

Vocational Students
F. B. OA'.rES, Coordinator

ROLL
AGGERS, JOHN
BIRD, W, G.
BRADFORD, JIM
BENNE'.rT, C. E.
BOWDEN, C. C.
CAMPBELL, W. L.
DUVAI,, FRANK
CAUHORN, F. T.
EADS, JOE
ECHART, LUTHER
GARRISON, F. L.
HARRIS, BENNIE
HARTY, T. C.
HAYNES, P. J.
HARDWICK, R. A.
LINDSEY, J. E.
JONES, WILLIE
.JONES, A. J\.L

McGUFFIN, ORVILLE
McGUIRE, JAl\IES O.
McKNIGHT, J. W .
McSWAIM, W. W.
PIERCE, A. J.
PAGE, ROSS
PUCKETT, JOHN
O 'REAR, HARVEY
STEVENS, H . E.
SHOCKLEY, WALTER
SCHILLING, H. C.
ROGERS, MERRILL
1UCABEAU, R. E.
RODE_BEAU, L.
WALKER, C. E.
WISE, WILLIE
WALKER, S. B.

Domesfic Science

The heart of man is ruled by what the spoon, cup and platter hold. Tho.
bleat be the feast with simple plenty crowned-this feast must not only be properly
prepared, so as to give the body the correct nutrition and to enable it to function
properly, but it must be platable and savory thus adding contentment to the appetite.
Pnibably no other phase of sanitation should receive as much attention as
the preparation of food, and its :related agencies.
The alrrt of this course is· not only to teach what foods to select, how to prepare and serve them; but by what means they are transported ; care of the food
at the markets, and a proficient knowledge of the D. S. work, so as to enable
them to thoroughly understand the science of nutrition ; so that the girls will not
only to be able to serve their home and communities more proficiently, but be well
enough versed to teach the subject themselves in the schools of ·our . State.
This department prepares some very appetizing pastries and lunches during
the school year. This enables any student who wishes to part with his daily dozen
fl.t. the beanery, to. have a real entertaining lunch.

College Domestic Science Class

HOGINS, LUCILE
SULLIVANT, MAE
HARRELL, EUNA
EDWARDS, PAULINE

CLARK, HILDA
PAXSON, HELEN
VANCE, MARY
MISS LOLO UMBAUGH, Instructor

SOPHOMORE AND FRESHMAN HIGH SCHOOL DOMESTIC SCIENCE CLASS

Domestic Art Department
Lela Br!JGn, Instructor
Domestic Art Is that phase of household art which treats of the sci entific
study of the color, line and design as applied to the individual and the home.
A study of Domestic Art means a knowledge of materials as to weave, width,
price and appropriateness to occasion.
The courses in Domestic Art treat thoroughly the care of machines, use of
commercial patterns, pattern drafting, utilization of old materials, bmiget making
and house furnishing.
In reality a knowledge of Domestic Art means a knowledge of color harmonies as studied in interior decoration, the making of housekeeping and the proper
development of social ideals.
L . S.

FRESHMAN DOMESTIC ART CLASS

D. A. Opportunitg at A. P. C.
A. P . College Domestic Art Department enables the country girl who
wishes to further her talent in this kind of work to do so. Not only does
the girl merely learn how to do the technics of the college requirements,
but she learns how to dispense her knowledge intelligently, thereby affording_- the girls with whom they may come into contact, a source for information in this work. Arkansas homes, Arkansas women and children
will receive an appreciable amount of good from the D. A. girls in our
college and this will react to such an extent that neater homes, wives
and children will follow.

(1st Row) Vaughn and Overby., (2nd Row) Mccutcheon, Sullivan and McCullough.
(3rd Row) Dean, Ringer, .Johnson, Kisner and Davis.
(4th How) Stone, Rogers, Williamson, Yates and Wright.
(5th Row) Hamm, Martin and Gardner.

(1st Row) Harrell and Reed.
(2nd Row) Clark, Graham and Rhinehart.
(3rd Row) Dooley, Ward, Stanford, Thompson and Featherton.
(4th Row) Smith, Thurman, Wilkins, Edwards and Bollinger.
(5th Row) Lindsey, Oldham and Shoptaw.

Bafterg "D," A. N. G.
JOHN G. BUERKLE, Captain
DAVIS L. WELDON, First Lieutenant
WILLIAM W. SMITH, Second Lieutenant
J . I. BISHOP
J. J. BENNETT
C. B. JONES
W . D. ROSE
J. 0. SADLER
L. W. SHOPTAW
E. HAMM
R. D . TAYLOR
D. A. NEWMAN
T . G. TODD
C. B. SMITH
G. W . STOKES
J. R. WARD
W . F. AIKMAN
W. J. BAKER
C. B. CLEMENT
J. L. DAVIS
0. A. DESHAZO
M. L. EIKLEBERRY
J. A. EVANS
E. M. GATELEY
.T. R: GRAY
M. V. HATCHETT
A . L. HORTON
G. W. HAMM
B.A. KEATHLEY
EUELL L. LONG
J . LYMAN
X. McNEAL
J.M. MOORE

C.
H.
F.
R.
G.
R.
R.
A.
J.

R. REASONER
SPICER
R. STANLEY
J. STRICKLAND
E . TAN NER
J. BAKER
M. BONDS
R. BONDS
0. BOWDEN
L. M. BRANSON
H. G. BUSBEE
T . T. CAVINESS
J.C. CARTER
J.M. CHANCE
G , E. CHEATHAM
0 . L . CLARK
J. R. COLEMAN
L. J. COCHRAN
R.M. CRAVENS
R. CROSSNO
W. L. CUMMINS
T. W. FARRIS
E. J. FOSTER
W . F . GRIMES
P. HAMM
D. S. HARRELL
H. J. W. HILLARD
R . B. HILL
G. 0. HOFFMAN
J. T. HODGES

N . F. JENKINS

A. JOHNSON
A. KOEN
R LEE
LEMING
R. LIPE
A. E. LONGSTRETH
'I.'. McEVER
R. McNEAL
H. S. MITCHELL
W. J. MOUROT
B. C. MULLINS
K. T. NORTHWANG
E. D. POWERS
H. L. OVERBY
G . M. ORR
D . F . POWERS
C. C. ROSE
TAD SANDS
J.E. TUCKER
C. W. WARD
B: M. WEBB
W. I. WOODFORD
E . A. COLLINS
D. J. BURNHAM
0. G. RUSSELL
J. B. SANDS
E . L. BAILEY
H. C. LILES
F. LYNCH

C;.

P.
H.
P.
lt.
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DR. CAIN, Clarinet
PROF. DEAN, Clarinet
JACK MARSHALL, Clarinet
JOE GOODWIN, Saxaphone
HENRY THOMPSON, Trombone
LAVAN SHOPTAW, Saxaphone
DOUGLAS HILL, Trombone
EDWIN DEAN, Trombone
EDGAR VAUGHN, Drum

B

A
N
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EDNA HOOD, Drum
OTHA CLARK, Alto
GRADY HUDLOW, Bass
G. E . CHEATHAM, Alto
MURIEL EIKLEBERRY, Cornet
JOHNNIE WALKER, Cornet
MURL McMURTY, Alto
MARVIN WILLIAMSON, Cornet
and Director .

Beginners Orchestra
Clark, Williamson. D ean. Reed, Bla ir, Birkhead, Gra ham, Hogins, D ean,
M a rvin William s on, Di~ector.
Todd. G a rrett, Livings ton, Vance, Thompson, Hill, G oodwin, ·walker. Eikleberry a nd Oa t es.

Federated Music Club
(1st Row) P a t Hamm, Lois Hamm, D ennis R ose, Hilda Cla rk, Dorothy Sullivan.
(2nd Row ) Anna Sue Thompson, Doug la s Hill, Euna Harrell, Ch as. B. Clement
Gla dys Sulliva nt.
C3rd Row) Otho Cla rk, L ois Ca mp, L a dy Evelyn Martin, Cleo Dool ey, a nd
Dorothy Crouse.
( 4th Row ) Alcle Oldham, Beth Linzy, M ay Sulliva nt, Hilda Bla ir, B ertha M ccutcheon.
(B ottom Row) Martha Clifton and Johnnie R ecd.

A. P. College Orchestra
Prof . H. W. D ean, Clar.tn e t
Prof. Chas. B. Ca in, Clarinet
Harry G arrett, Cla rinet
D oug las Hill, Trombone
Dennis Rose, Trombone
Lava n Shoptaw, Sa xaphone

Edwin Dean, Violin
Hilda Blair, Pianist
Edna Hood; Tra p Drums
Lucile Hogins, Violin
M a rvin Willia mson, Violin
and Direc tor

Girl's Glee Club
(1st Row) Vera Dav is, Lucile Hogan, Sibyl Webb.
(2nd Row) Lois H a mm, Dorothy Crouse, Hilda Cla rk, Cecile Sta nford, Mildred
Y a tes, Varnell Overby, Beth Linzy.
(3rd Row) B e rtha Mccutcheon, Dorothy Sullivan, A-1.cie Oldham, Lois Camp, Anna
Sue Thompson.
(4th Row) Cleo D ooley, Fern Yates, Florence Graham, Euna Harrell, LucilA
Gardne r .
(Bottom Row) L a dy Evelyn M a rtin, Ser e na Wright, Anna Mae Coffer.

Music Department
Music rightly has a place in the life of everyone. No education is
complete until it contains some degree of appreciation for it. Life, In
its broadest sense, ls not experienced In the absence of music. It inspires
the soul of man to remember the beauties which are about .him and to
see more in life than money.
The aim of the music department ls to promote interest in good
music. Talented musicians often Invade our shores and here In our department of music they have an oppQrtunity to develop their talents to
the extent that the world recognized their ab!llty and thus their mission
in the world ls fulfilled, at least to the extent that they discover that
which they are best suited for.
The music department consists of two main divisions, that ls ; the
piano and voice division and the band and orchestra division. Neither of
these con:f!!ct with the other so that any student may be connected with
both.
This department contributes greatly to the activities of the school in
the banquets and other socials; as well as religious activities. are made
more entertaining and inspiring by the numbers furnished by the department of music ..

Band and Orchestra Division
The Band and Orchestra division ls composed of three distinct organizations, viz, Orchestra, Beginners' Orchestra, and Band.
The bands lends amusement to the student body by furnishing Interesting programs on different occasions and the members of the band desreve part of the honor for every victory won by the "Wonder Boys" on
the gridiron, diamond, court or track.
The Orchestra is an organization in which more students should be
interested. It furnishes entertainment for llterary programs and has Invaded the field -0f professional organizations. The future of the orchestra
should not be prophesied for as its obstacles are surmounted, growth may
be expected to continue, until it is recognized as one of the strongest
organizations of the school.
The Beginners' Orchestra must also be mentioned. Its members
work a s diligently as those of the regular orchestra and band and it is
this organization upon which our director must depend for recruits for
the vacancies ever occuring in our department.

Piano and Voice Division
The Piano and Voice Division of the Department of Music is made
up of the choir, which is composed of both boys and girls, Boys' Glee
Club, Girls' Glee Club and the Quartette.
This division of the music department, under the direction of its able
leader, is of great help in giving variety to our Sunday afternoon programs and commencement exercises.
It is possible through this department for many students to discover
their callings, and their associations with this department may prove
their most pleasant ones while in atfendance at the College.

Skinner, Hamm, VanDa.lseni, Hamm, Clements, Ward, Hill, Clark, Jont'>I, Myover, Crafton, Moses.

Webb,Skinner,Sullivan,Ha mm,Myover,Linzy,Ward,Crouse,Camp,Clement,Oldham,Hil,Martin,Hamm

Kasper Skinner, Dorothy Crouse, G. W. Hamm, Lois Camp, Elmer Hamm, Alcie Oldham, Chas .
. B. Clements, Lady Evelyn Martin and James Myover.

Girl's Quartet
LADY EVELYN MARTIN, Alto
ALCIE OLDHAM, Soprano

DOROTHY CROUSE, Alto
LOIS CAMP, Soprano

Men's Quartett
G. W. HAMM, Tenor
JAMES MYOVER, Bass

KA.S PER SKINNER, Tenor
ELMER HAMM, Bass

CECILE· STANFORD

Most Popular
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CLEO RAMSEY.
Pzettw~t

Y.Em.A DAVIS

I'rett1e&t

GERTRUDE BOYER
Best Athleta
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Russellvllle,. Ark.
Editor of Hearts Page.
Dea r i:Hr:
I .am poignantly pained over the fact
that your page has not found me my ideal.
I will ccn:inue though, until the next leap
year.
With best wishes,
MISS EVA A. N.
Sun Shade, Ari•.
Editor of Hearts Page.
Dear Sir :
'Ve are asking that you dis continue our
pictures in your J)ages. W~e haYe both
found our ideals a nd wish to ask that we
be permitted to join la ter.
Sincerely,
MR. AND MRS. B. P.
Pottsville, Ark.
Dear Sir:
Your reference ·11leased me, (A. E.) one
of the athl e tic type you remember. Please
rlis :::ontinu e nl~~ picture.
Yours,
LADY E. i\L
Editor of Hearts Page.
Dear Sir:
Bachelor Grove, Ark.
Please discontinue my picture in your
Hearts Page, as Mr. C. J. and I are now
living in Los Angeles, Calif.
Sincerely,
v. 0.
Vi'idows' Reef.
Editor of Hearts Page.
Dear Sir:
I was just beginning to gh·e up hope
when the Hearts Page located me a Mr.
E. F. and we've about agreed.
Yours with best wishes,
MISS C. D 00
Pond Creek, Okla.
Editor of Hearts Page.
Dear Sir:
Please discontinue my picture as Mr.
Har-0. and I wlll soon reside at Goats
Hill, Mo.
Sincer,J:,r,
MISS P. R.
Mena, Ark.
Editor of ·Hearts Page.
Dear Sir:
I take pleaasure in informing you that
through your splendid pages I have found
the most delightfully interesting noble
gentleman, l'\fr. D. R.

H. C.

Reno, Nevada.
Editor
Hearts Page.
Dear Sir:
I ·was just reali zing· that I was unh ap~)y,
when the Hearts Pag1> came. Since then
I've only praise for its work. I may add
a lso i\liss . D. Lin-and I are contented.
Yours,
(Fl K. S.

of

Russellville, Ark.
Editor of Hearts Pag·e.
Dear Sir:
I certainly "\Vant to con1plilnenl. you on
ycur interest in your patrons. I sen~
photos to three other sin1ilar ag·en~ies.
without r esults. But you found me my
ideal "*Mr. E. S. T. ** So pl ease di scontinue 1n y picture.
M. S.
Bass, Ark.
:Editor of Hearts Pag·e.
Dea,. Sir:
'Ve are writing to ask that you discontinue onr picture in Hearts Page. ~-e have
both fo und· our ideals and will gladly recommend your page to our friends .
MR. AND MRS. G. W. H.

Pendleton, Ark.
Editor of Hearts Page.
Dear Sir:
. Through your issue Mr. C. B. S. and I
were brought tog·ether and w e are to be
married· l\.1ay 15th. Again I wish to thank
~- c·u.

Yours t ruly,
M. S.

Bigelow, Ark.
Editor of Hearts Page.
Dear Sir:
I should like to be among those .w ho
have a good word for your page. In last
issue niy request for a worthy educated
man was answered by an old school chum
of mine, a Mr. Howard - - - - . I hope
to have better news for you soon.
Confidently yours,
MISS J. R.

Mourning Vine, Ark.
Editor of Hearts Page.
Dear Sir:
Please remove my picture from your
pages. I wish to tliank you for the divine hnppiness which your page has
brought to me.
With kindest regards, I am
MRS. CAIN.

Coach Edgar 0. Brown
Coach of Football, Basketball and Baseball

~~Wonder

Bo9s' " Record

Five Year Record Against State Teams.
Henderson-Brown 14
Wonder Boys 44
Ouachita Tigers
6
Magnolia Aggies
6
190
Little Rock College 7
116
7
84
College of Ozarks
State Normal
0
197
Jonesboro Aggies
0
69
Total 706

Tot al 40

Record Against Out·of·State Teams.
Army
Wonder Boys 0
Tulsa University
86
Texas A. & M .
0
Dallas University
23
Union University
29
Kirksv1lle Osteop.
34
Rolla School of Mi.
26
Tennessee Doctors
Springfield Normal
21
Oklahoma Miners
95
Durant Ok. Norm.
7
Total 328

44
28
40
6
6

0
0

0
0
0

Total 124

Sept.23
Sept.29
Oct. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 11
Nov. 21

12
16
34
118
6
69
56

a

Season of 1922
Kirksville Osteopaths
Tulsa University
Union University
Little Rock College
Magnolia Aggies
Rolla School of Mines
Jonesboro Aggies
State Normal
Henderson-Brown

Total 322
Won 8, Lost 1, Tied 0.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

5
12
20
25
2
10
23
29

30
50
13
25
0
0
42
20

Total 14

Season of 1923
Kirksville Osteopaths
Tulsa University
Union University
State Normal
Henderson-Brown
Army at West Point
College of Ozarks
Rolla School of Mines

Total 180
Won 6, Lost 1, Tied 1.

14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
7
6
0
0
44

0
0

Total 57

RECORD BY YEARS
Date
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 23
Nov. 5
Nov. 16

1920
Wonder
Opponents
Boys
Magnolia Aggies
52
Hendrix College
0
State Normal
49
U. of A. Freshmen
0
Little Rock College
14
Henderson-Brown
14

Total 128
Won 4, Lost 0, Tied 2.

Oct. 3
Oct. 11
Oct. 17
Oct. 28
Nov.11
Nov. 18
Nov. 24

21
20
21
67
95
21
25

6

0
0
0
7
0

Total 13

Season of 1921
Springfield Normal
Magnolia Aggies
Henderson-Brown
State Normal
Okla. School of Mines
Little Rock College
College of Ozarks

Total 270
Won 7, Lost 0, Tied 0.

Season of 1924

Total

Sept.26
Oct. 10
Oct. 18
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 11
Nov. 17
Nov. 21
Nov. 27

7
7
0
23
47
6

17
3
24

Okla. State Normal
Henderson-Brown
Texas A. & M.
Dallas University
Little Rock College
Ouachita Tigers
Colleg·e of Ozarks
Tennessee Doctors
Tulsa University

Total 134
Won 6, Lost 1, Tied 2.

0
7
40
6
0
6
7
0
7

Total 73

0
0
7
0

0
0
0
7

Record . for Five Seasons
Won 31, Lost 3, Tied 5.
Total points scoredBy Wonder Boys·----·---------- 1,034
By Opponents ______________________ 164

The 1925 Baseball Team
Unfortunately our baseball activities are badly curbed by the fact
that the school year at A. P. C. is only from six to eight weeks after
the weather permits baseball practice.
Yet withing this time a good college team is always whipped into
shape, and the past two seasons have been fairly succsesful considering·
the teams played and resulting scores.
Our squad this year has several hold-ever8, namely: Reasoner, 2b ;
Tucker, ss ; Bewley, rf; Horn, 3b ; Nixon, p; Lyons, c ; Overby, 3b ; Carter, c; Keathley, c and If; Reismont, lb; Skinner, p; and the addition of
Hester, Sands, Moore, Gateley, Blackburn, McMurty, .Menees and Priddy.
The team has in the past been somewhat handicapped by lack of
pitching material, but this handicap seems to be of small worry this
year as there are five or six promising twirlers getting into condition.
If the team can develop any hitting strength and hold their own ln
fielding, the season will be a successful one.

The schedule as to date is inc0 mplete, but such teams as the College
of the Ozarks, State Teachers' College, Hendreson-Brown, Ouachita and
probably some out of state team or teams will be included.
The season opens April the 2 with a two game series with the College of the Ozarks. Coach E. O. Brown is very optimitsic over his team
and the prospects of it being a winning one.

CLARK REASONER ("Captain")
All State Guard '23, '24
The close of 1924 football season placed in the
"has beens" class the best guard Arkansas ever
produced ; Clark Reasoner graduates. It was his
consistent playing of a stellar game plus a few
extra thrills in each game such as recovering
fumbles and intrecepting passes that won for
him the admiration of all.
If Clark plays the game of life as he played
football he'll be heard of in other vocations as a
success.

G. W. HAMM ("Hootch"
"Hootch" received every vote for
All State Right Tackle
his position in the All-State selection, which proves thao he is one of
the greatest linesmen in the state,
this being the third consceutive time
to win the same honor. A. P. C.
was fortunate in having a player of
his type, though unfortunate in losing him by 'graduation.

}11
JOHN TUCKE'R ("Tuck")
All State Quarterback (4 Years)
Captain '21
"Tuck" is a mighty good all round player. He
is a master of the "stiff arm" and an excellent
field general. He played not for himself, but for
the team and the schooi. A better player cannot
be found. John has carved a niche for himself
in the A. P. C. hall of fame that time will not
erase. The best wishes of the entire student
body go with Tucker.

BOB MOORE (Halfback
All State High School Man
Moore came to us from Fort Smith and has
played only one season, but in that time he has
opened the eyes of Arkansas people. He is subcaptain of team next year, and is expected to
fill a place of some of the old stars equally
as well or better than they filled it.

C. B. SMITH
Captain Elect
Smith can truthfully say that
football has been a very great factor in his development, and the people all over .Arkansas can truthfully
say that he has been a great factor
in making the "Wonder Team"
what it is. With C. B. as the leader
next ~·ear, the team will be sure to
bring the bacon home.

DENTON POWERS
Halfback
It was thought that Denton would not be able
to play any more due to injuries, ·but when the
season opened he was on the grid every day in
spite of this handicap. He showed the people
how to run interference, and carry the ball thru
very small holes in the line. It was his help
that caused the recoi:-nition of some of the others.

ORAL H. McILROY
Tackle
The passing of Mac, via graduation, will cause
many tackles in Arkansas to rest more at ease
in regard to that all state post.
Mac always does his duty plus a little more.
Thus hls success in life is assured.

ELMER HAMM ("Unk")
Right End
"Unk" was a real dependable end
--one of the toughest problems that
any -opposing player ever tried to
solve. In playing his last year with
A. P . C. he gave his best to the
team, reserving only that honor for
himself in which all the team
shared. We regret to lose him by
graduation.

GEORGE STOKES ("Speedy")
End
"Speedy," a hard tackler, a valuable man to
break up end runs and fake plays. George was
a star in every game played this season. One
of the reliable wing men who graduates this
year.

C. B. CLEMENT ("Big Foot")
Guard
This is "Big Foots" second year with the
"Wonder Boys." In the Tennessee Doctors game
he showed the people of Arkansas a real lineman in every respect. He is just a little small,but the lack of quantity Is made up by superior
quality. vVith his ability and size, he should be
an All State man next year.

JIM HUGH ARRINGTON
Fullback
At the beginning of the season it
was thought that we needed a fullback, but when Jim Hugh got In
condition the opposing team always
dreaded to see him coming with the
ball. He was hard to tackle and
a good man to back up the line.
He was awlays ready and willing
to tackle a man the moment he
crossed the scrimmage line.

PAUL LEMING
Half Back
Peter is known as one of the fastest men in
In the state. This with his determination always
gives him a good gain. He is small enough to
get through an ordinary hole In the line and if
It is made he always gets there. He has been
a great factor in the team's success.

ADDIS EVANS
Full Back and Half Back
Addis played a stellar game in both offensive
a;,d defensive playing. Bl' his powerful strength
he was able to ram many a hole for the needed
gain. This was his first year to win the coveted
letter. Next year's all state football team roster
should find bis name thereon.

ALYIN LONGSTRETH
End
Although this was his first year,
he played end equally as well as
some older players. He was noted
for his fast and hard tackling.
There is a great future for him in
football. Any Arkansas team would
be glad to g e t him.

JOE BENNETT ("Sow")
Center
A mighty dependable man, a man who won
the admiration of the spectators by his hard
fighting and clean playing. "Sow" is one of
those lineme n who know only one direction and
that is forward. A two year man at center who
graduates and will be hard to replace.

FRANK STANLEY
Sub Tackle
There were no more faithful football aspirants
than "Slats." He gave and put that old fight
Into each play, which has caused the name
"Wonder Boys" to be a symbol for sportsmanlike contest. A. P. C. is losing by his graduation one of its most loyal and ardent football
players.

JOE LYONS
Halfback
.Joe is given credit for saving the
day in the Tulsa game. It seemed
that he could not be stopped. He
would go at will around the ends or
over the tackles. He Is a good
kicker and a valuable man.

CARROLL .JONES (Captain '22)
All State Fullback '20, '21
"Cap" graduates. All opposing teams may
well rejoice for no more will they have to suffer
the misery which his {lerce line plunging dealt
them.
"Cap" is one of the original "Wonder Boys"
and has seen them through to the end. May his
record in life ever be such.

Our 1925 Prospects
The football season for 1925 will afford the men who play upon the team
ample opposition. And if our expectations are correct, the name "Wonder Boys"
will be dreaded as of yore.

Our 1925 Schedule
September 25th-Open.
October 2nd-Phillips University-Home.
October 13-Henderson-Brown-Little Rock.
October 20th-State Normal-Home.
October 30th-Oklahoma State Normal (Tenative)-Durant.
November 11th-Ouachita-Little Rocle.
November 20th-College of the Ozarks-Home.
November 27th-Tulsa University-Home.
Post season game with Georgetown University (tenative)-There.

AU-State Men
A. P. C. placed three men this yea r on the All-State first t eam and two on
the All-State seeond team.

John Tucker-Half back and captain-1st team.
Clark (Fatty) Reasoner-Right guard-1st tea m.
G. W. ( "Hootch") Hamm-Right tackle-1st team.
Oral H. Mcllroy-Left tackle-2nd team.
Chas. B. Smith-Left gua rd-2nd t eam.
Gold footballs were awarded. these men by acting president W . 0. Young.

HAROLD OVERBY
Sub Quarter
He is a litttle man, but a mighty good one.
He was neYer known to get excited. In the g·ame
with Texas A. & M. he outwitted all of them
and made several long gains that no one else
else could make. He always works hard.

PAT HAMM
Sub End and Halfoack
This was Pat's first year on the
1st squad, and rests not on the
laurels of his name bearers before
him, but by hard fighting and minute diagnosis of the opposing team,
bids for a niche of his own. He
should be one of A. P. C's. best bets
in '25.

RAY BLAIR
End
Ray came to us from the College of the Ozarks
the la tter part of the season. Although he did
not play enough to m a ke his letter he is one of
the state's best ends. He is large and very powerful on the defense. No team can advance the
ball very far thru his side of the line.

W. E. BLACKBURN ("Blackie")
Sub Guard
"Blackie" came from the Lone Star State, and
proved that in him A. P. C. will have one of its
strongest banner bearers in the chase for state
champions in 1925.
He is unca nny in solving opposing plays and
in opening holes for his backs.

GRADY OPITZ ("Stud")
Center
"Stud," while being injured soon
after the first game, so as to impair him for tne rest of the season,
was one of A . P . C's. worthiest athletes. Always putting all he had in
every play. We hope to ·see "Stud"
at the pivotal position for A. P. C.
in 1925.

ESCHOL HORN
Sub End
This was his first year to try football a nd bids
fair to become one of our best. By his speed,
and kna ck of being at the completed end of
forward passes should enable him to fill this
position in '25.

AUTREY NEWMAN ("Sir")
Sub Tackle
"Sir" has been with the squad four years.
Though never making a letter, he has displayed
and given his untiring ability and energy to win
our games. By graduation we Jose him.

EMMETT MENEES
Sub Halfback
This was Emmett's first year at
A. P. C. and though not able to
make a ietter, he gave his best to
make the ones who did deserve
theirs. Hope that 1925 will find Emmett playing for A . P. C.

MONTA NIXON ("John" )
Sub Halfback
John was the giant guard to be knocked out
in the first play at Conway in 1923. Monta gave
his best to win every game and made several
needed y a rds in gains for A. P. C. We hope to
have him in the A. P. C. fold in '25.

CARD WARD
Sub Guard
Carl, by Jack of experience, did not get to
play much, but he deserves commendation for
staying in the game, and by experience gained
this year should m a ke a real good man for- us
in 1926.

CLYDE JONES ("Hope")
Sub Tackle

"Hope" is a vicious tackler and
played a good brand of football for
us although injuries prevented him
from playing more. With his knowledge of the game, his strength and
determination, he should make A .
P. C. one of its best linemen in
1925.
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KASPAR SKINNER ("Cap")
Sub Guard
"Cap" should be one of our best men in 1925.
a ·a lning experience and team work this year
ought to place him in position to be a regular.
We hope to see "Cap" yanking the oval for A.
P. C. again.

THE SQUAD

JAMES MYOVER ("Jimmy")
Jimmy rounded up the scrubs and became
scrub football coach. Judge his results by his
looks-rather pleasing.

CAPT. JOHNNIE BUERKLE
Our athletic field was named Buerkle field in
honor of the work he did in making it a first
class athletic field.

•

SECOND TEAM
L AMBERT RESIMONT, F orward and C enter
RUSSEL L L I PE, G u ard
D ON HAMivr, Gua rd
MARC RAY CLE MEN T , Forward
R OBBIE R OGER S, F orward
JOSH BAK.E R, F o rward

ROY B AKER, Guard
R OY TAYLOR, F o r w ard
RAPHAEL SKINNE R, Forwa rd
SID ADAMS , G u a rd
HAR OLD OVERB Y, Forw ard
R OGEH S GRA Y, Center

S ECOND TEAM GAMES
A. P. C·----- ---------------------------------------------------------17

A. P. C·-----------------------------------------------------------27

A. P . C, _____________________________ 18
A. P. C·------------------------------------------------------------------33
A. P. C. ___________________________________ _10

A. P. C-- --------------------------------------------------------------40
A. P. C·----------------------------------------------------------------19

A. P. C· ---------- ------------------------ 7
TOTAL ___________________ ----------------------------------171

London ----------------------------------------------------14
New Blaine ---------------------------------------------------------19
Ratcliffe --------------------- --------- 26
Atkins --------------------------·----------'--------------------------13
Dan vi Ile ------------------------------------------------------------26
Atkins -------------------------- -------------- -----------------12
Atkins __ ---------------------------------------------------------------20
Atkins _____________ ____________________15
'l'OTAL --------------------------------------------------------145

ESCHOL HORN
Captain and Forward
Echol was our most accurate goal tosser, playing a stellar game all the time, and giving his
best in every play, he was one of our most valuable basket ball men.

G. W. HAMM ("Hootch")
Guard
"Hootch" is a veteran guard. He has played
sensational. ball all season. There has been
times when with just the absence of him would
have meant defeat .f or .our team. It is to our
sorrow that he cannot be with us another year;

MURL McMURTRY ("Mack")
Guard
"Mack" came to us from the Lone Star State.
He is noted for his pivoting and getting the ball
on the rebound. "l\Iack" always fights hard for
T ech.

.JAMES LYNN HESTER ("Hes")
Forward
' "Hes" came to us from Lonoke. He is a
stellar forward and always shows the old Tech
fight. Although this being his first year he has
won the confidence of every team mate. He is
expected to hit a real forward stride in '26.

C. B. CLEMENT ("Big Foot")
Guard
"Foots" is one of the most promising men on
the squad. He can be d epended on to do his
part in any game. The last two years were his
first with us, but we expect great things of him
next year.

RICHARD PRIDDY ("Dick")
Guard
"Dick" came to us from Russellville High,
where he was a star in '24. Although, this being
his first year at Tech, he has proven to be a
valuable asset to his team.

DOUGLAS HILL ("Doug")
1:1...,or¥.rard
"Doug" is a good guard as well as a first rate
forward. He was not spectacular, but always
played a consistent game, fighting every minute
and always using good judgment.

PAT HAMM
Forward
Pat is noted for his good and fast floor work.
He is considered a very dangerous man for his
opponents. His pep· and fighting spirit will win
him a place on any team.

KASPER SKINNER
Forward and Center
"Cap" was one of our best basket ball players,
tall, rangy and a fighter. We hope to see him
playing for A. P. C. in 1926.

TROY CAVINESS (Known as Pete)
Forward
Pete will be remembered long by his team
mates for · his splendid floor work and accuracy
in looping the baskets. Pete will be a strong
contender next season.

WILLIS BLACKBURN ("Blackie")
Guard
"Blackie" halls from the Lone Star State, although this being his first year at Tech he has
proven to be of great value to our team.
"Blackie" should have a great year in '26. We
are hoping that he is with us another year.

FIRST TEAM
ESCHOL HORN, Captain
FIRST TEAM GAMES
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.

C. ------··- ------···--·· - - - - ····13
C·----------- ···--···········- ------13
C ..---··········-·························----------31
C·-··-······-···················-·············-·-······-···26
C. ·············-························-················-·······11
C .....................----··················.--· ................16
C ..................................................................42
C ................................................................... 8
C ................................................................... 25
C ..... ·-·-···········-·············································25
C. ·············································-----·-······-····36
C ....................·-··-·········································13

TOTAL ·-··-······························-···-······-··259 .

'
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Hendrix College ._. ________________________ 45
Hendr~ College ····- - -----------------35

Gay Oil Co., Little Rock ______________.29
Arkansas Teachers' College ...---····-----------29
Arkansas Teachers' College ····················-···21
College of Ozarks ·········-··································32
Ozark Athletic Club ................·-····················-· 9
Arkansas Teachers' College .......................... 24
Arkansas Teachers' College ......................_.24
Jonesboro Y. M. C. A ................................_...29
Jonesboro Baptist College ···················-········31
Jonesboro A . & M. College.-________________________ 17
TOTAL _________________________________ 296

\

Track Team
The outlook of our track team is bright, with only a few losses from
last year, left the team practically intact. Such veterans as Carroll Jones,
Powers, Tucker, Stokes, Burton brothers, Horn, and the addition of some
of the best m e n in the state places our track team in such a position
that they should easily win all meets in whi ch they participate.
The track schedule as to date Is a dual mllet with Ouachita College
and State Teachers' College.

Girls' Basket Ball Team

Thompson, Ramsey, Graham, R eed, Yates , Nolen, Wheeler, Stanford, Boyer, Vaughn,
Gardner, Meyers, 'ward, Smith, Rogers, Hamm, Rhinehart a nd Featherston.

\

GER'.rRUDE BOYER
Captain
Some folks say a knocker never wins. In this
case that statement is not true. For "Gertie" is
our nknocker" in center and she is a good one.

LOIS HAMM
Although, this is Lois' first year, she has
worked up into a good guard. She. has played
in some match games already and here she has
gained much of our favor as a basket ball player.

LOIS WARD
Lois, "the fat and jolly" basket ball player,
leaves off her fun when she enters a game. She
goes in with the spirit of "do or die" and shP.
seems to have complete control over the ball for
it rolls into the basket whenever she throws.

PRUE ROGERS
Prue was with us last year, but this year she
seems to have greatly improved. She catches
the ball when it comes her way and with a
jump a t her center, she throws it.

F REDA SMITH
"Shorty" is our sub side center. She can give
her signale then carry them out as eas.ily as if
she were a professional. When Freda gets to
be a "big·" girl she will make a real center.

JOHNNIE REED
"Shlmmie" is a good example of a real forward. The girl guarding h er is always ready
for a rest after Johnnie has lead her a "merry
ch ase" over th!) basket ball court. Johnnie goes
in with a grim determination to win and has
been a star forward in many match games.

CLE O RAMSEY
Cleo is another n ew g irl
but she h a s proved t o b e
a real g u a rd. Sh e is on;,
of t h e g irls w h o can t ell
of h er exciting experiences
i n Conway ( ?).

M ISS NOR A BROWN
Gir ls' Basketb a ll Coach, Physical Culture a nd Drama tic Club Director.
:E'IRST TEAM
Arka nsa s T ech ····--···--··--··-···-····-····-···
Arka nsa s · Tech······-··················- ·····-················
Arka nsas Tech-·------ ·--·-·-·--Arka nsa s Tech .................................................

27
14
17
32

Our Total Score ...........-··············-·················-· 90

Arkansas State Normal................................
Arkansas State Normal..._...~·-·········-····--·
Hendrix College···········-······-······--·····-··-···
Hendrix College..........·-···································

17
17
23
26

Opponents' Total Score........ -'-···-···--······ 83

SEC OND TEAM
Arka nsas Tech-·-·-·-·------·---- ·-··- - 24
Arka nsa s Tech ................·····-··············- ··········· 18
Arka nsas Tech ·····--·--···-·····-·-···--·--· 28

Atkins ··-·-···-·-···--···-·-·····-··············- -······- 16
Atkins ···········································-····················· 18
Dover ·-·--·--·--·-·-···-····--·-·--·-·- 19

Our T otal Score...- - - - - - - - - - - - 86

Opponents' Tota l Score ................................ 53

FERN YATES
Fern is another good forward. She is
quick and rarely ever misses a goal. She
is · a real sport.

CECILE STANFORD
Cecile is the swiftest player on the
team. A statement was once made that
Cecile would make a good quarterback
if she were put in a football suit. Sbe
and "Gertie" show real "team work" together.

FLORENCE GRAHAM
On a b as ket ball court Florence struts
her stuff. She sticks with her forward
~md watches the ball as a chicken watches
a hawk. She is a dandy guard.

PHYSICAL CULTURE EXERCISES

TENNIS CLUB
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The New Store
Russellville's Leading Quality Store

FEATURES
JOHN B. STETSON HATS
NUNN-BUSH SHOES
WILSON BROS. SHIRTS
ELY-WALKER DRY GOODS

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
CINDERELLA and TOPSY HOSE
SELBY FINE SHOES FOR LADIES
ROYAL SOCIETY PRODUCTS

II

The New Store
HThe Store of Quality"
Russell ville,

Arkansas
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AGGIES
We Appreciate Your
Patronage

THE CITY BAKERY
Where It Is a Pleasure to Please You.
RAYMOND TRAMMELL, Manager

.

.. . . . . . . ·--·-. ·--.. . . " . . .
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Arkansas-Oklahoma

ke Company

I

I
I

I
Manufacturers of
Distilled Water

ICE
Phone 156

HEDGE McCLANAHAN, Mgr.

RUSSELLVILLE, ARK.
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L. A. REED AND SONS
HORSE AND MULE MARKET

Agents of the Famous

OLDSMOB!LE AUTOMOBILES
Now on Display

RUSSELL VILLE, ARKANSAS

HESSIG-ELLIS DRUG COMPANY OF ARKANSAS

Wholesale Druggists
lmpor.ters and Manufacturing Chemists

Phones 6151-2-3-L. D. 80
113-115 E. Markham St.
LITTLE, ROCK, ARK.
"We can serve you better"

KN 0 W LE D· G E

-Knowledge makes a man fit company for himself and teaches him to
use his brains to the best advantage.

PEOPLES EXCHANGE BANK
Capital and Surplus, $160,000
Russellville, Arkansas

GIBSON DRUG STORE

HILL BROTl-IERS
HARDWARE CO .

Prescription Druggist
Will Appreciate Your Business.

Drugs, Sundries, School and
Office Supplies

212 Jefferson St.

Phone 139

RUSSELL VILLE, ARK.

HARDWARE, TOOLS, CUTLERY
FURNITURE, HOUSE
FURNISHINGS

Give us a chance to serve you.
Prompt' Service and Courteous
Treatment.

Phone No. 5.

Lewis Talley

Grady Villyard

V&T
Cleaners
For REAL Repair and Dye Work or
Cleaning and Pressing, Call

21
SANITARY MARKET & GROCERY
Fresh and Cured Meats
and Groceries
Phone No. 27

The Russellville Cafe

I!
II

-Throughout Arkansas you will invariably hear of
The Russellville Cafe as being a high class cafe and the
reason for this wide-spread popularity is that everything offered its patrons is a guarantee of cleanliness
and purity.

~~

II
II
II

-Modern in every respect, cozy, · comfortable. You
will find the Russellville Cafe a place to visit not
once but often. Moderate charges for superior foods
properly cooked and served have created a reputation that the management will always endeavor to
maintain and improve.

Our Coffee Is Unexcelled

II

Open Day and Night

ti

SHORT ORDERS

Ii

The Variety and Quality of the Sandwiches we serve you
are Unequalled Anywhere.

!!!:

IIII

W. P. McGEHEE, Prop. and Chef

E~

Russellville, Arkansas

Ei

~~
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Swilling Lumber Company
Russellville, Arkansas

Build lt Better
With
Building Material of Quality

A. J. CAISSON

SMITH BROTHERS
SHOE SHOP

DENTIST

Jefferson Street

Office Opposite Court House

Expert
Shoe Repairing

Off ice Phone 34-Residence 69

We Use Only the Best Grade
of Leather.

Main Street
Work Absolutely Guaranteed.

RUSSELL VILLE, ARK.

AGGIES, YOUR WORK IS
APPRECIATED

THE
STUDENTS'
BANK!
HIS bank is the students'
bank because their troubles are our troubles a n d
their joys, also, are ours. We
boast that there is no more
loyal institution to the Arkansas Polytechic College _than
this bank.

T

FARMERS BANI{
& TRUST CO.

FINOS PHILLIPS
102 Louisiana St.,
LITTLE, ROCK, ARK.,

Would be glad to have you come
In to see him, or write him about
purchasing a CORONA or L. C.
SMITH & BRO. Typewriter.
To have a Typewriter is to be
ready to write a letter in a busi·
ness-Ilke manner.

-Old enough to be conservative!
-Young enough to be alert!

Goldsmith's Guaranteed
· Athletic Goods
MAKES

WINNING

TEAMS

JS YOUR TEAM A WINNER?

Our Stock of Trac.k Supplies Is Complete·
Bamboo Vaulting Poles, Official and Practice Discus,
L ead a~d !{on Hammers and Shot, Javelins, Running
and Jumping Shoes, Shirts, Pants, Supporters. Everything to make the game complete.

Catalog on Request
Special Prices to Schools and Colleges

Bracy Bros. Hardware Co.
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS

PHONE 200
We Are at Your Service.

RENFROW'S BOOK AND NEWS STAND
111 W. Russell St.

A BUICK CAR
AND

"BOWERS SERVICE"
means the utmost in

~

Economy and Satis..J ,.·
faction.
....

BOWERS MOTOR COMPANY
When Better Automobiles Are Built Buick Will Build Them.

POPE COUNTY REAJ,

J. S. BONDS & CO.
DEALERS IN

ESTATE

Co.

See Us For-

INSURANCE
HARDWARE

Ten of the largest Old-Line Companies represented.

FURNITURE
AND

UNDERTAKING

We are the strongest Loaning·
Company in the county.
We Specialize in Farm Loans

" S E R VI CE " -

Our Motto

Farmers State Bank Bldg.
Torrence St.

Russellville, Ark.

The Arkansas Light &
Power Company
-has over 1,000 miles of high tension
lines in Arkansas and Mississippi, serving
municipalities and rural district.

WE HOPE TO SERVE THE STUDENTS OF THIS
COLLEGE IN THE FUTURE.

~

1

--

RAGSDALE AUTO COMPANY
Studebaker Automobiles

\Ve Hebuild Automobiles.

High

Cla~3

Oil, Gas and Greases

Drive-in Filling Station

DR. F. C. "\'\TILSON

A. C. HANEY, M. D.

DENTIST

Eye, Ear Nose and Throat

Telephone 226

Residence Phone No. 106
Office Phone No. 2

RUSSELLVILLE, ARK.

RUSSELLVILLE, ARK.

J. M. STANFORD

WILL D. VANCE

Physician and Surgeon

.ABSTRACTOR

Farmers State Bank Bldg.

Farm and City Loans

Phone 311

RUSSELLVILLE, ARK.

The Old Reliable Incubators and Brooders
The World's Famous Reliable Incubators and Brooders
have been successfully operated in all altitudes and
climates in all countries of the world for over fortyfour years. The 1925 Model has all the latest patents
and improvements and is one of the best hatching
machines it is possible to manufacture and will hatch
every hatchable egg with the least care at attention
and the least cost. This is the machine that hatches
strong, fluffy chicks that will live and grow. It is the
cheapest incubator to buy on account of the larger
per cent hatches it gives.

The Improved Reliable Valveless Blue Flame Hovers
Raise all your chicks with the new 1925
Model Reliable Blue Flame Colony Hover.
Ct is absolutely "fool-proof." It can't clog
up or go out. Burner cannot overflow as
it is operated on an oil level and is valveless, easy to regulate. It will burn automatically without going out as long as
there is oil in the reservoir. It is absolutely safe and dependable, insuring your
chicks against sudden weather changes
without care or bother. Manufactured in
three sizes; 30 inch, 42 inch and 52 inch
canopies. All hovers delivered to you
completely assembled and ready to operate. Nothing to put together after you
get it.

Reliable Standard Coal Burning Brooders
The New Reliable Standard Coal
Brooder with our new designed feed
pouch with a four inch flue, burns
hard or soft coal. Has 10 per cent
larger coal capacity and weighs fully
15 per cent more than any similar
size stove on the market. They are
self-cleaning, preventing ashes from
banking up against the grates-insuring the radiation of all the heat to the
outside. Made in 500, 1000 and 1200
chick sizes.
ALL RELIABLE GOODS GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Catalog and full information given on request.

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co.
Box 1

Quincy, Illinois

C. B. Smith: When the judge said
I was guilty, I said, "If you all can
prove it judge I am but if you all got
any doubt about it ,not guilty judge
--not guilty."

For Sandwiches, Drinks, Candies
or Cakes-Stop at the

Mr. Young: Several pianists are reported to be adopting Paderewski's
idea of playing with all the lights dim.
It makes it harder for the audience to
take a good aim.

HOME BAKERY

G. C. Gardner let no grass grow under his feet when uncle came for a
visit before rushing up with this.
"Uncle, make a noise like a frog."
"vVhy?" asked uncle.
"Because when I asked dad for anything he always says "Wait till your
uncle croaks."

Aggies, We Appreciate Your
Patronage-Give Us a Trial

Nell B. Was telling an acquaintance
about her girl friends.
"Yes," she said, "My friend Maud is
only twenty-five but she's been married three times and all her husbands
have been named Williams.
Faye McCullough: "You don't say,
why she was a regular Bill collector."

Telephone 173

RUSSELL VILLE, ARK.

To the Students of A. P. C.
WE ARE A NEWCOMER, BUT NEVERTHELESS
WE ARE FOR YOU !
Make Our Store Your Headquarters.
STYLISH FURNISHINGS-MODERATE PRICES

Bethel & Sons
East Main

RUSSELLVILLE, ARKANSAS

A. J. Bowden
Cleaning and Pressing
Work Called For and Delivered

All Work Guaranteed
PHONE 182

SERVICE

COURTEOUS

WE HAVE IT

-----$9
WE HAVE
What You W ant--and When You Want It

WII.SOI'-J BROTHERS
CASH GROCERY

Staple and Fancy
Groceries
Cash and Carry.

HENRY BROTHERS

Livestock Dealers
and Planters
Wholesale and Retail

Horses, Mzzles and Cattle,
Springfield Wagons

Buy from us and save 10 per cent.
Your Patronage Will Be
Appreciated.

We invite you to visit our
barn any time.

RUSSELL VILLE, ARK.

Phone No. 29

Telephone No. 8.

RUSSELL VILLE, ARK.

HAYS & PRIDDY

Attorneys-at-Law
RUSSELL VILLE,

ARKANSAS
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JEROME WRIGHT

G. C. WEBB

Surgery and Roentgenologist

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

H. V. STROUPE
Internal Medicine

I

I

I. . . . . . . . . .
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When Gladys Gardner arrived at
school the opening day she carried the
following note to the teacher:
"Dear Teacher: Our sweet little
Gladys is a very delicate nervous child
and if she is naughty-and she is likely to be naughty at times-just punish
the girl next to her and that will
frighten her so she'll be good.

Yes, Girls, We Have Announcements

Miss Norris: "Joe don't you want
to take a walk with me and learn all
about the pretty leaves and flowers?"
Joe : "All right, Miss Norris, but
that's poison ivy you got there in your
hand."

Rings, Calling Cards,

of All Kinds.

Announcements

Lela Thompson: "Mother, Lucile's
chest is different from everybody else.
She told me she had a cedar chest."
Eloise: "Papa, how do you spell
rhinoceros?"
Mr. Weldon.: "Why dear?"
Eloise: "We have to write a composition about a wild animal."
Mr. 'Yeldon: "Write about a lion."

STAR ENGRAVING COMPANY
Dallas, Texas

The Courier-Dernocrat
DAILY AND WEEKLY
Member Associated Press

A Booster for Polytech and the Wonder
Boys Football Team

SUBSCRIPTION

Daily
By Carrier-50c per month
By Mail--$3.50 per year

Weekly
One Year, $1.50 in advance
Six Months, 75c

Community Theatre

-

---

,---

"Playing the Pick of the Pictures"

I!
Clean amusement to the mind is
like sunshine to the flowers.

§§

~§

II

II
II

119 Main Street

Russellville, Ark.
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MISS FLORENCE
AND MASTER
EDWIN DEAN,
Two of A. P. C's.
Youngest Musicians

J. H. ARRINGTON

SNOWDEN ARRINGTON

Sunshine Grocery
and Market
RUSSELLVILLE, ARK.

44-Three Phones-44
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I! Central Supply Co.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

II
II

Dealers in Mill Supplies
Contractors' Machinery and Equipment
Steel Bars, Sheets and Plates
Structural and Concrete Steel
Roofing and Tools of All Kinds

II

Pumping and Transmission Machinery
Pipe, Valves and Fittings
Belting, Packing and Hose

IIII
II
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GENEROUS
Sybil___.:l'm afraid I have the reputation of b eing absolutely heartless.
Fatty (gallantly)-Take mine.

Congratulations From Old
Students

"Pinch me kid and I'll meet you outsfde the tube," said the toothpaste to
the .brush.

We being old students
makes us closer to this
institution than probably we would ordinarily be.

G. C.-How soon can you shave me?
Barber-Oh, in about two years.
Dick- This controls the brake and is
is to be put on quickly in case of an
emergency.
Pauline E.-Oh, I see, something of
a negligee.

Best wishes for present
and futur e prosperity.

"You look sweet enough to eat."
"I do. Where shall w e go."
When Battery "F" was asked the
question, "Who can cook?" Joe Bennett raised his hand.
"What can yu cook?" saked the captain.
"Ahything" was Joe's reply.
"How do you make hash?"
"You don't make it, it just accummulates, sir," answered Joe.

We Sell Good Things to Eat

FALLS & RYE
Phone 107

YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

MODEL BAKERY AND CAFE
GOOD

THINGS . TO

EAT

GOOD THINGS TO DRINK

BUFORD SMITH
JIM TUCKER

Establislled 1915

Publlsllecl Friday's

THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE
C. W. DODD & SON, Props.

Newspaper and
Job Office
Subscription, $1.50

ALL FOUR SUITS

RUSSELL VILLE, ARK.

The young man warbled for a heart,
The maid for a diamond played;
The old man came down with a club,
And the grave-digger used a spade.

J.

A.

WEBB.

AGENT

General Insurance-Building and
Loan-Real Estate

Notary Public
Visit Our Office.
Phone 84

312 Jefferson

RUSSELL VILLE, ARK.

DR. J,. D. BERRYMAN

Phone 117

TESTED SEEDS AND PLANTS
Qllality, Price, Service
· Fields and Garden Seeds

Fifteenth Annllal Catalog Pree

J. A. CLIFTON
Seedsman
HUSSELLVILLE, ARK.

DR. R. L. SMITH
Physician and Surgeon

Physician and Surgeon
Office :

Renfrow Buliding

PHONES
PHONES
Residence, 431

Office, 430

No's. 30 and 242
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Butler's Steam Laundry
and

i

Bottling Works

II

Cleaning and Pressing
a Specialty

II
II

II
II

H

321 Torrence Street
Telephone No. 14
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GEO. LEMING
DRUGS · AND

EVERYTHING

In Business Since 1900

Nearest Drug $tore to the Aggie School.

AGGIES_
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE

OUR SPECIALS·- ARE
American Brand Soft Wheat Flour
Maxwell House Coffee
Penick Syrup
P. & G. White Naptha Soap
Campbells Pork and Beans and Soup
Del Monte Canned Goods
Insist on these brands and you will make no mistake.

AMERICAN GROCER COMPANY
RUSSELLVILLE
LITTLE ROCK .
MORRILTON
ENGLAND
CONWAY

MALVERN
ARKADE]LPHIA
WARREN
SMACKOVER
EL DORADO

Mr. Young: "What is your occupation?"
Miss Norris: "I used to be an organist.
Mr. Young: "Why did you give it
up?"
Miss Norris: "The monkey died."
Coach Brown, "Name all the presidents in order."
No one answered.
Coach: "When I was a boy I could
name every one of them."
J. T. Hodges: "There were not so
many to name then."

EDWARD'S BARBER SHOP
Jefferson Street

Dennis Rose-"Ben, are you still engaged to Bertha?"
·
Ben-"No."
Dennis-"You;re lucky, how'd you
get out of it?"
Ben-"! married her."
Ruel Strickland drowned the other
day."
"Couldn't he swim?"
"He did for eight hours but he was
a Union man."
Beth Linzey :"My intellect is my for··
tune."
Kasper Skinner : "Well, poverty
isn't a crime."

Honest, Efficient, Quality Work
Your school is the best and
so is my shoe work.

Good Barbers, Good Service

R. F. HICKMAN

Pleasant Treatment

North Side Shoe Shop

To A. P. C. Students--We Are "Boosters" for A. P. C.
We want you to feel at home in H.ussellYille and our store.
We are never too busy to give you a glad hand and serve
you in any way we can.
We congratulate the Senior Class of '25 and hope that all
others will be with us again for the next term, and
thank all for past favors.

LOUIS HOOD
THE REXALL STORE
Largest and Most Sanitary Fountain and Cream Parlor in City
Complete Line of Pens, Ink, Tablets and School Supplies

HARKEY SADDLERY COMP ANY

Tanners and Manufacturers
Wholesale and Retail

Also a Full Line of Leather Goods,
Shoe Polishes, Etc.

SHOE REPAIRING THE R IGHT WAY

BANK OF RlJSSELLVII... LE
ARKANSAS

"A Bank of Service and Safety"
DIRECTORS
W. G. Neal
R. L. Jenkins
L. A. Reed
.J. L. Rankin

'

J. J. Shoptaw
T. R. Rye
Brown Rogers
Geo. S. Neal

GARDNER BROS. & COMPANY
Hardware and · Furniture
Russellville, Ark.

FONES BROTHERS HARDWARE
co rv~PANY

Arkansas' Oldest, Largest and
Livest Hardware Jobbers
160,000 Square Feet Floor Space

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS

Second and Rock Streets

"Good Equipment Makes a Good Farm Better"
Buy the Best

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF A.

Little Rock, Arkansas

Let's Go, Aggies I
Let's Go I
TO

Leonard's
FOR

Good Hardware and Fnrnituue
201-3 Jetf erson Street-Phone 142

"All That a Garage Should Be"

THE ROYS STORE
REX AUTO MACHINE SHOP
The place to get what you want

Garland Black, Prop.

when you want it.

Garden, .Grass and Field Seeds

General Auto Repairin« on All
Makes of Cars

125 different kinds of Plow Points.
Electric Welding
Farm Tools-Repairs of

Day and Night Service

All Kinds

STORAGE
Phone 101

Russellville, Ark.

Phone 444

MERCHANTS TRANSFER
COMPANY
JOE HAMILTON, Manager

Russellville, Ark.

S EE

A. A. JACii:SON & SON

MATTIE LUKER
Dealers in

for

Leading Styles in Millinery
and Ladies' Wearing
Apparel

HORSES AND MUI,ES

Bought and Sold tb.e
Year Round
We Handle Nothing But the
Newest Creations

BUSSELL VILLE, AHK.
Aggie St11dents Especially Welcome

TO GET BIG PROFITS FROM YOUR CROPS YOU
MUST GET BIG YIELDS · PER ACRE-

White Diarr1ond Fertilizer
Will Insure Big Yields, and Also Improve Quality and Early Maturity.

ARKANSAS FERTILIZER COMPANY
Little Rock, Arkansas

>.

'

-

QUALITY IN COFFEE IS UNMISTAKABLE.

You'll easily recognize it in

"BETSY ROSS" COFFEE

PLUNKETT-JARRELL GRO. CO.
Wholesale Grocers and Coffee Roasters

WARD & CAU DL E

Attorneys
Office in the Bank of Russellville Building.
Phone 117

RUSSELLVILLE, ARK.

WILLYS-KNIGHT AND OVERLAND
SALES AGENCY, SERVICE STATION

~

..•
AND GARAGE

FISK TIRES

RUSSELLVILLE OVERLAND CO.

A MOST CHERISHED POSSESSION
A HOME OF YOUR OWN

Build for Satisfaction and Endurance.

THE ARKMO LUMBER YARDS
RUSSELLVILLE
QUALITY

SERVICE

ROBERT BAILEY
Attorney-at-Law

All Courts

RUSSELLVl'LLE, ARK.

YOU CAN FEEL WELCOME
AT

WARREN,S CAFE
Soda Fountain and
Restaurant

"Busy on Maint Street"

W. B. (BILL) WARREN, Prop.

G. C. MCKENNON, JR.

CHIROPRACTIC
(Ki-ro-prac-tic)

Removes the Cause of Disease
Not Medicine
Not Surgery
Not Osteopathy

EDW. C. FIESER, D. C., Ph. C.
Chiropractor

Graduate of the Palmer School
of Chiropractic
Ferguson Building·

Russellville, Ark.

HOWARD GROCER COMPANY

DENTIST

Office Over Bank of Russellville
Phone 126

Good Home Cooking at
Miss Howard's

FREENlAN,S SAMPIAE SHOE STORE
SHOES A

SPECIALTY

SAMPLE SHOES will wear longer, fit better, .look
neater and are cheaper.
We Also Have a Complete Line of
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
OUR MOTTO:

"SERVICE AND BARGAINS"

Make Th is Your Headquarters.

RUSSELL VILLE, ARKANSAS

MORGAN

& SOSBEE

OGLESBY FEED STORES
COM:PANY

Shop and Barber Headquarters

Disributors Celebrated

for Men and Women

PURINA CHOWS

FLOUR,

SERVICE -

SKILL

APPRECIATION

HAY, GRAIN

Phone No. 17

A. M. VAUGHT
1\TATSON HOUSE

&

co.

Come and Bring Your Fri ends

The Store of
Home Cooked Meals

Correct Fashions

and
Clea:n Beds

and
Better Garments

One Blo ck West of Depot.

Compliments of
J.

c.

FAULKNER & SON
JEWELERS

In Russellville Since 1896

107 East Main St.

Dry Goods, Ladies' Ready-to-Wear, Millinery,
Style-Plus Suits, Walk-Over Shoes,
Holeproof Hosiery.

tl

We Cater to the Aggies

RECEIVERS AND SUPPLIES

ATHLETIC GOODS

Day-Fan Receivers
Cunningham Tubes
Complete Parts for Latest Circuits.

Best's 45000 cycle Superhetrodyne,
Cocadays's Latest Four Circuit Reciver, Bremer-Tulley Low Loss
Nameless Receiver.

The finest line in Arkansas, embracing Reach, Rawlings, Wright &
Ditson and Spalding makes. How's
that for a COMPLETE stock? Drop
in and see our big new stock of all
kinds of sporting goods.
SPECIAL. PRICES TO SCHOOLS

BUSH-CALDWELL

CO.

TREADWAY ELECTRIC COMPANY

"The Sporting Goods Honse"

607 Main Street

121-123 Main Street

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

"Is the new English Prof. stiff?"
"Stiff! He raises the devil if you
have a period upside down."
I-"I don't know how many times
he kissed me."
11-"What ! With it happening right
under your nose!"

CRAIG 8c SON

"You're stringing me," said the bean
to the cook.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

Some people think they are literary
because they use a pencil on their eyebrows.

TO '27
A woodpecker pecked on a freshman's
head,
And settled down to drill;
He worked away for half a day,
And then he broke his bill.
"There's the guy I'm laying for "
said the hen as the farmer crossed the
barnyard.

FRESH AND CURED MEATS

Prompt Delivery
Phone 187

Prof. White-Can anyone name a
liquid that does not freeze?
Freshman-Yes, sir, hot water.

DEMAND
PURITY ICE CREAM

PURITY BUTTER

PURITY ICE CREAM AND
CREAMERY CO.
Manufacturers of Ice Cream and Butter

Wholesale

Phone No. 184

HARDWARE

SPORTING

GOODS

Patrick Hardware Co.
RUSSELL VILLE, ARKANSAS

116

Phone

Main St.

HOUSE

FURNISHINGS,

CUTLERY

AND

102

SILVERWARE

Parlette Bros. Inc.
Successor to Arkansas School Book Dept.

BOOKS, STATIONERY, SUNDRIES, SCHOOL SUPPLIES
BAGS, WRAPPING PAPER, TOILET TISSUE
AND

CORDAGE

Seven Salesmen Covering Arkansas.
Write us for quotations.
·

620-222 East Markham

LITTLE ROCK

R. L. JENiiINS
DRUGGIST

Drugs, Boo.ks, Stationery and
Office Supplies

Makes Drug Business a Specialty,
Not a Side Ii ne.

Var nell-We wi ll be sure to miss the
fi rst act, w e h ave waited a good many
m inutes for that mother of mine.
Carroll-Hours, I should say.
Va rnell--Ours ! Oh, Carroll, this is
so s"!.ldden !

When You Want a Good

RUSSELLVILLE, ARK.

THEATRE CONFECTIONERY

Haircut, Call at

After the show stop and
drink, smoke or .eat.

l\IAIN BARBER SHOP

Hot and cold sandwiches
and drinks.

W. F. PARK, Prop.
Fancy Box Candy

"\VES'r TRANSFER

PALACE BARBER SHOP

We Haul or Move Anything
Outing Trips a Specialty

Headquarters for
the Aggies

D ay Phone, 39
N ig h t Phone, 25
C. E. RACHELS, Proprietor

MAGNOLIA SERVICE STATION
Headquarters for Magnolia Products,
Also Tires and Accessories
A roomy drive-in, with service, already in high
favor among those patrons who have tried us.
This well-know product stands for uniform
satisfaction to all.
Try us.

You will not be disappointed.

ALSO OFFICE OF MAGNOLIA PETROLEUM COMPANY
Magnolene-The Dependable Lubricant

ROUGH AND DRESSED LUMBER
A.ND SHINGLES

Sash and Doors
Composition Roofing, Iron Roofing
Cement and Plaster
Lath, Builders' Hardware
J. J. SHOPTA W
PHONE 120

Remember

Dr. Stella Blauvelt

BERRY, THE TAILOR
gives you a first class fit
before he finishes the
garment, insuring you of
real tailoring from a real
Tailor.

Dr. Rudd Blauvelt

DRS. BLAUVEJ,T & BLAUVELT
Osteopathic Physicians
and Su:rgeons
Farmers State Bank Bldg.

Gibson Oil Company
ZEROGAS
TRIUMPH GASOLINE

TRI-MOTOR OILS AND GREASES

We Have Oils for Every Purpose.

Looking Back at the Good Ole Days
Don't Forget

CENTRAL CHURCH
(Presbyterian)

GREETINGS

WM. ROBT . HODGSON, Minister.

'l~HE

PALACE HOTEL
EPPERSON & SON, Props.

Good Service and Treatment

Under New Management

PHONE 278
When You Want
Drayage Service

CARPENTER TRANSFER CO.

If you want a first class auto
repair job, at a reasonable price,
go to

M . J . BRAGG

Rye Motor Co.
DODGE AUTOMOBILES
GOODYEAR TIRES
WILLARD BATTERIES

Phone 13
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Students Prefer
It has been proved that C. S. Shep-

herd and students work hard ! The
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joys of each are the joys of both !

That's why class rings, insignia and
trophies are purchased here

(Hun-

dreds of other things, too ! )
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C. S. Sheppard
THE JEWELER
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STANDARD PLUMBING &
HEATING COMPANY

Steam and Hot Water Heating

"Arcola" Heating Plants
"A Bath a Day Makes You Fit
Every Way."

Call us for your Repair Work

PHONE

438

Get...
A. P. C. Confections
Fr:lsh Candies
Sandwiches
Bottled Soda Waters
Toilet Articles

THANK YOU YOR YOUR PATRONAGE

. 4.
. P. C. Confectionery
Aggie Station
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The

FordSOI\, Tractor
TRADE

MARK
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takes the place of eight horses or mules, and at the
present it is filling more than 100 different power
requirements throughout the agricultural and in-
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of ib low

fi"t cost and

The Fordson can be made to pay for itself
many times over either in farm or industrial work.
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Ask thos who know.

Walthall Bros.
Lincoln, Ford and Fordson Dealers
Russellville, Arkansas

Phone 338
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Phone, Write
or Wire for
Demonstration

"
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Styled/or Young Men

I

Were it not
That Modestv.., Forbids
-we would come right out and tell you
that we have just simply got the best

II

STETSON HATS
SOCIETY BRAND SUITS
MANRATTAN SHIRTS

I!

and everything else that a yaung man
wants: We would go further and tell you
the value they repr€sent, their quality.
But we always understate. We will let
you be the judge and let it go at that.

l Price Clothing Co.
II

ii

Style Headquarters
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Before time for the party some of the
girls had gathered in the parlor, conversing on topics nearest their hearts.
"Oh, girls," said Dorothy. I know
a new charm to tell when one loves
you."
"'Vhat is it?" queried the chorus.
"Take five or six chestnuts, name
each after some man you know, and
put them on the stove. The first one
that pops is the one that loves you."
Bertha, toying with a new diamond,
"I know a much better way. Select
one man, place him on the sofa, and sit
close to him, with a dim light. If he
doesn't pop its time to change the man
on the sofa."
·
After dinner when all the guests had
returned to the parlor there were not
enough seats to accommodate all and
the small brother of Mary Scott Reinhardt· was sitting in Testbob Horn's
lap. After a while, the boy looked up
and asked, "Eschol, am I as heavy as
Mary Scott?"
THE CUE
Ann B. --Weren't you shocked when
Otho gave you lingerie for Christmas?
Annie-I tried to be.
B. F. White

"Man is a tyrant," said Mrs. McElroy to a group of friends, "Isn't he,
Oral?"
"Why it all depends my dear, upon---''
"Is he or is he not?" she asked as
she fixed her eyes upon him.
"He is"-from O. H.
Pauline Edwards, for the first time
saw a cat carrying her kittten by the
nape of the neck.
"You ain't fit to be a· mother," she
cried scathingly. "You ain't hardly fit
to be a father."

.r.

.r.

M. Campbell

F. Hays

DRS. CAMPBELL & HAYS
Physicians and Surgeons
PHONE

651

Russellville, Arkansas

W. E. Petray

WE SELL-

Curlee Clothes
Florsheim Shoes
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP

Swann Hats
For Men and Boys

Wiring and Electrical
Repair Work
SEWELL, THOMPSON
& COMPANY

Phone 427

Russellville, Ark.

